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Women cagers start 'second season/ page 7
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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Falcons' 'ball'
rolling along

House to
vote on
contra aid
WASHINGTON (AP) - House
Democrats said yesterday they
Elan a vote next week on legisition that would shut off further
aid to Nicaragua's contra rebels
until previous aid is accounted
for, including any money diverted from Iranian arms sales or
solicited from private sources.
"We as a party need to make a
statement on this issue," said
Rep. David Bonior, D-Mich.
However, he said aid opponents
probably do not have the votes to
override an almost certain presidential veto.
The Democrats' move was
seen as primarily an effort to
focus attention on the administration's inability to account for
tens of millions of dollars in
previous aid money, an issue
already raised by last week's
Tower commission report on the
Iran-contra affair as well as by
congressional investigators.
President Reagan said yesterday that investigations of the
Iran-contra affair must continue
but that he planned to turn his
attention to other matters such
as arms control.
Reagan commented in a
speech to members of the National Newspaper Association,
one day after his speech in
which he acknowledged mistakes in the Iranian arms sales.
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'Cinderella' cagers prevail, 52-51
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

Take a flying leap

BG News/Mike McCune
University student [)ennis Grisez flips his skateboard onto the fountains in front of the
Administration building. The fountains are a popular site for daring skateboard stunts.

TOLEDO - Bowling
Green's Joe Gregory spent most
of the first half eating every shot
he took.
But in the end, Gregory made
the Ohio University Bobcats
swallow something a lot tougher
than a basketball - another
heartbreaking defeat.
The Falcon guard hit a foul
shot with three seconds remaining to give BG a thrilling 52-51
win in the opening round of the
Mid-American Conference tournament last night at Centennial
Hall. The Falcons will play Kent
State tonight in the semifinals.
For Gregory, the gamewinning foul shot served as a
measure of revenge. The 5-foot-9
guard had four first-half shots
blocked.
"It was a good feeling believe
me," Gregory said. "I had some
open shots, but I was passing
them up to penetrate, that's
where I got in trouble."
Ironically, it's the second time
in less than a week the Falcons
beat OU on the final shot of the
game. Last Saturday, Frank
Booker hit a three-point basket
with :03 to give BG a 56-53 victory.
The Bobcats certainly had
their chance to win this one,

though. With :11 left, and the
Same knotted at 51-51, BG's Anlony Robinson fouled OU guard
Reggie Rankin.
But Rankin's shot caromed
off the rim into the hands of
Robinson. The Falcons immediately called timeout.
The ball was then inbounded
to Gregory, who drove the
length of the floor and got fouled
by Rankin.
"I saw the lane opening up and
sliced my way in there,"
Gregory said. "Luckily, I got
fouled.
After a Bobcat timeout,
Gregory calmy stepped to the
line and canned the free throw.
He then proved he cannot only
play under pressure, but also
think.
"I decided to miss the second
shot on purpose," he said. "That
way they didn't have time to set
up a play from out-of-bounds."
A desperation shot by Rankin
went wide. The Falcon bench
then erupted.
' It was a classic game," BG
coach Jim Larranaga said. "We
are very happy."
For the Falcons, it was just
one in a series of fantastic
finishes which have highlighted
this story-book season. The
game was nip-and-tuck all
through the second half. BG
See Cagers, page 6.

USG official Grad assistants relate to students
resigns post
Editor's note: This is the last of
a three-part series on graduate
student teachers at the University.

Disorganization cited as cause
by Trida Courtney
and Ron Fritz

Mike Hoffman, academic affairs coordinator for Undergraduate Student Government,
resigned his position yesterday
because he couldn't work under somebody I don't respect."
He said his resignation stems
from USG President Kelly McCoy's inability to effectively organize a system that would
actively represent USG at Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations meetings.
McCoy holds the seat on
ACGFA which goes to the undergraduate representative to the
Board of Trustees. That representative is historically a
member of USG.
In yesterday's article in 77ie
News, McCoy said since she was
unable to attend the ACGFA
meetings, she designated Hoffman to fill her spot.
But according to Hoffman,
McCoy asked him to attend only
the first budget hearing Saturday, Feb. 21, and never officially
appointed him as representative
to the committee.
"I was never appointed designate. I was asked to go one day
and I was more than happy to do

that. But as far as I was concerned, that's where my responsibility ended," Hoffman said.
"Kelly called me that Friday
(Feb. 20) and asked me to attend
Saturday's meeting," he said. "I
attended the meeting and called
to see if I could drop off the
information following the meeting and found out she had gone
home for the weekend. So I
called Jeff Slater (USG vice
president) and he said he
couldn't make it and I called
David Robinson (USG cabinet
member) and he said he could
attend Sunday.
As far as I was concerned,
that's where I ended in this
whole thing," Hoffman said.
McCoy also said in yesterday's News that she had transferred her ACGFA vote to
Hoffman because she could not
make informed decisions due to
her lack of attendance.
Hoffman said that was the
first time he heard he had a vote
on ACGFA.
"To read in the paper today
that I was given the vote was the
furttiinc I had heard anything
about it," he said. "That's the
first I had heard that she was
giving up her vote."
Hoffman said that he would
Q See Resignation, page 4.

Friday
□ A Toledo man becomes the second
meningitis victim in the area to die this year:
See story, page 4.
D A Blue Cross executive calls Cleveland's
hospital costs "unconscionable" while the
hospital Industry there shows a »117 million
profit: See story, page 5.
D Bowling Green's leers must shake the
dreaded Joe Louis Jinx' to win the CCHA title:
See story, page 6.

by Kay Fisher
staff reporter

Graduate students who teach
undergraduate courses at the
University believe they provide
a quality education and give
students a unique perspective
that they couldn't get from a
professor.
One of those unique contributions is the concern that a graduate assistant feels for his
students because they are closer
in age.
Cathy Peppers, graduate assistant in creative writing, said
this is an advantage for the
students.
"In terms of newness and enthusiasm, I am closer to the
students," Peppers said. "It
wasn't that long ago that I was
on the other side of the desk -1
still am."
Tim Jurkovac, teaching fellow
in sociology, said that good teachers are a vital part of a student's college life.
"There are a few professors
that stick out in my mind when I
was an undergraduate that
really influenced me," Jurkovac
said. "I want to be able to do
that with my students. It's really
a rewarding feeling."
Kathy Robinson, graduate assistant in biological sciences,
also said that graduate assistants have an edge over faculty
professors in terms of remembering and understanding the
needs and problems of an under-

graduate.
"In some cases, teaching assistants do a better job," Robinson said. "They can have
more of an interest because
things are all fresh, all new, and
they are motivated to do a good
job. Sometimes faculty professors can get stale or old and
develop a disinterest in what
they are doing."
Graduate assistants sometimes are thought of by undergraduates as teachers who are
spinning their wheels" until
they are able to do what they
really want to do.

PEPPERS SAID that this is
not a justified criticism and that
undergraduate students can also
be categorized in that same
level.
"Undergraduate students are
also working toward something
else later in life," Peppers said!
"The best teachers are the ones
who have other interests and do
not solely concentrate on
teaching itself. I don't know of
any profession that a person
wouldn't have other interests."
Graduate assistants may be
working toward a goal of something later in life, but most of
them find they truly love the
teaching experience.
"I really enjoy teaching," said
Mark Graves, graduate assistant in English. "It can be exciting because we are both
learning together."
Graves said that if there were
no graduate students teaching,
education may be virtually impossible to obtain for some stu-

dents.
"In our department, there
couldn't possibly be enough faculty professors to teach 6,000
students," Graves said.
ANOTHER advantage of having a graduate assistant may be
the style or methods of teaching
that he uses.
"I try not to be too authoritative," Jurkovac said. "Students
call me by my first name and I
try to make my class a relaxed
and open atmosphere."
Jurkovac said this "style" of
teaching works for him, but he
must always keep in mind that
he is the teacher.
"I make some good friends
from my classes, Jurkovac
said. "But I don't play favorites.
You've got to keep yourself as
scorekeeper. It can be a real
quality relationship."
Another advantage that grad-

uate assistants believe is beneficial is the time that they are
willing to spend with their students.
"I have my own work to do,"
Graves said. "But I cannot divorce myself from my students."
Graduate students believe
that when student evaluations
come out, the responses from
the undergraduate students generate the quality teaching they
hope to achieve within thelr
classrooms.
"We have student evaluations
twice a semester and from the
comments I receive, it seems
like I'm doing a pretty good
job," Peppers said.
Jurkovac said there will always be personality clashes between teachers and students,
but for the most part he believes
his students like Kim and respect
his teaching methods.

News in brief
Moted gerontologist to speak
on family care for elderly
Mildred Seltzer, associate director of the
Scripps Gerontology Center at Miami University, Oxford, will speak on family care for the
elderly Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Room 114 of the
Business Administration building.
Seltzer, who is nationally-known for her research and publications in the field of gerontology, will deliver a speech titled "The Family

Does Too Care."
She will deal with alternatives to putting
elderly family members in nursing homes.
Seltzer is past president of the Association for
Gerontology in Higher Education and of the Ohio
Network of Counseling in Aging.
The lecture is free and open to the public.

SERB to decide on CWA vote
The State Employee Relations Board began
deliberations Wednesday to decide whether
union representation by the Communication

Workers of America will be voted on by the
entire University classified staff or only by
telephone operators, food service workers and
custodial workers.
Several witnesses from both CWA and the
University testified at the hearing, which lasted
more than six hours, Philip Mason, executive
assistant to University President Paul Olscamp,
said.
More witness testimony will be heard Monday,
Mason said.
Mason said he is not sure how long it will take
for the board to make its decision.
-by Linda Hoy

Editorial
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Responsibility
is all Reagan's
Wednesday night President Reagan felt compelled to respond to the nation following the
release of the Tower Commission report on the
Iran-contra affair.
"As president, I cannot escape responsibility,"
he said, while denying once again the actions taken
were intended to trade arms for hostages.
We believe, despite repeated denials, it was
conceived as an arms-for-hostages deal by members of the National Security Council, and it resulted in, simply, an arms deal.
The recently released Tower Commission report
criticized Reagan's management style as ''detached," and revealed that the president contradicted himself on numerous occasions when
questioned about the Iran-contra affair.
It appears that Reagan's previous denials were
linked to the hope that some of the Beirut hostages
would be released, therefore limiting inquiry into
how their freedom came about.
As president, he alone holds ultimate responsibility for what happens within his administration.
While Reagan reiterated this point during his
address, the relative silence coming from the Oval
Office following the unveiling of the sale of arms to
Iran was deafening.
There were differences between the policy espoused in public and the one implemented by
members of the administration, and this difference
has undermined public trust-the slide in the
president's popularity in the polls reflects this.
Reagan said his idea of management is to identify the problem, find the right individuals to do the
job and to let them carry out their responsibilities.
The fact that five members of the administration
have resigned from cabinet posts or accepted
reduced roles within the administration indicates
the "right" people did not carry out their responsibility to serve the best interests of the American
people.

A matter of perspective
by Gregg Richardson
Imagine for a moment that
you live in a great superpower
nation. If it help, imagine it is
10 years in the future.
Your adversary, the great superpower across the ocean, has
become increasingly bellicose in
the past decade, engaging in a
massive buildup of nuclear
weapons, issuing hostile
statements almost daily, talking
of fighting and surviving a nuclear war.
Arms talks have broken down
again and again due to the unwillingness of both their hardliners and yours to compromise.
In vour own country, society
has fallen into a kind of "national malaise." The economy
has become stagnant, and substance abuse is on the rise.
Many people are feeling threatened by the rapid growth of
unassimilated ethnic minority
populations in the South. Conservative leaders are insisting that
the answer lies in more firmness
and discipline at home, no compromise with the enemy abroad.
Into this situation steps a new
president. He is younger and
more liberal than his predecessor. At home, he advocates some
economic changes that run
counter to the whole ideal your
government was founded on. In
fact, they resemble more the
ideals of your great adversary.
Underneath the bold rhetoric,
of course, the actual propositions are rather minor, but the
conservatives are alarmed. In
addition, this president, far
from condemning radical dissenters, speaks of encouraging
criticism of the government and
actually grants amnesty to
many underground figures
widely regarded as traitors.

Worst of all, this president
begins to speak of scaling back
the arms race and negotiating
with the enemy. To the conservatives, this is clearly ridiculous. The new president
!imposes compromises and the
oreign government responds by
labeling every offer as propaganda.
The president sends an emissary to the foreign government
to offer a new proposal for disarmament, ana the enemy arranges for a nuclear test to be
carried out at the very moment
the ambassador's plane is land-

torium for another six months
and reiterates his invitation.
The response from the other
superpower is again the same.
Despite the obvious failure of
this policy after one year, the
president extends it for yet another six months.
During this six months the
adversary dramatically breaks
up an arms control summit and
formally abandons an unratified
treaty that both sides have uneasily adhered to for seven
years.
In addition, he abandons, for
all practical purposes, another
binding treaty by declaring a

.. . (F]or whatever reason, Mr.
Gorbachev has made some of the
strongest proposals for arms control ever
to come out of the Soviet Union.
ing in the foreign capital. Furthermore, the leader of the other
government announces his intention to launch a massive new
weapons system, far greater
than any ever before attempted.
It is, he claims, purely a defensive system, but as conservatives in your country quickly
point out, any good defense will
simply increase just the sort of
offensive capability this foreign
leader has always advocatedlt
is time to stop this appeasement,
the conservatives cry, the evil
empire obviously has no intention of compromising.
Instead, the new president announces that he will completely
cease testing nuclear weapons
for six months, and invites the
other nation to join him. The
adversary responds by ridiculing the proposal as meaningless
propaganda and continues nuclear testing.
At the end of the period, the
president extends his mora-

new "reinterpretation" of the
wording that allows it to develop
exactly the sort of weapons system that the 15-year-old
agreement was meant to prohibit. He then announces that it
will press for early deployment
of the big new weapons system.
The one-and-a-half moratorium
ends in complete failure.
At the same time the press in
the foreign country is now praising your president for encouraging dissent in his own society.
The still-powerful conservatives
are beside themseives, and you
may be sure that, behind the
scenes, they have plans for this
man.
As you have probably guessed
by now, this is not a fable about
a weak Jimmy Carter-type
American president, this is the
true story of Soviet Premier
Mikhail Gorbachev and his dealings with President Ronald Reagan.
Let me make the point of this

fantasy perfectly clear. I do not
intend to elicit sympathy for
Soviet-style state socialism or
present Mr. Gorbachev as a
candidate for the Nobel Peace
prize.
My point is that for whatever
reason, Mr. Gorbachev has
made some of the strongest proposals for arms control ever to
come out of the Soviet Union,
and he has taken some big risks
at home to do it.
Although the Western press
has portrayed him as a strong
and progressive .'eader with
whom we will be dealing for
many years to come, the view
from the conservative Soviet
perspective is much different.
The premier is treading on
thin ice, and the ironv of the
situation is that our elderly and
simple-minded president has
been so wrapped up in his own
high-tech fantasy, that he has
been oblivious to an historic
opportunity to give us all a gift
of armistice.
It is possible that the new
president elected in 1988 or 1992
will be more inclined to grasp
this opportunity, but it is not
beyond the realm of possibility
that by that time there may not
be a Mikhail Gorbachev for him
or her to talk to. There are
plenty of elderly and simpleminded hardliners in the Soviet
Union who would be only too
happy to take his place.
And that, of course, will provide the next generation of Reaganistas with the perfect excuse
to grab the microphone and convince us of the need for another
massive arms buildup in order
to stave off the threat of the evil
empire.
Richardson is science reference librarian for the Math/Science library.

Ah, 1 remember it well;
er, some of it anyway'
true, a few kisses ago."

by Mike Royko
"The presidential press conference is now open for questions. You may begin,
gentlemen."
About your memory, Mr.
President. How is it possible
that you can't remember
whether or not you approved
that first shipment of arms to
Iran?
"Uh, I remember the Alamo."
That's a different matter, sir.
According to the Tower Commission report, the first time
they asked you about the arms
shipment, you said that you did
remember approving it. So did
C really remember at that
e?
"Uh, I remember the Maine."
That's fine, sir, but about the
Tower report. They said that the
second time they talked to you,
you said that Don Regan told
you that you didn't approve the
shipment. Do you remember
that?
"Mmmm. Kemember the Red
River Valley, and the cowboy
who loves you so well."
We'll try to do that. sir. But to
get back to the arms shipment.
Last week you changed your
story still again and told the
Tower Commission you just remembered that you didn't remember whether you approved
the arms shipment. So there
seems to be some confusion
about what you remember.
"I remember you, you're the
one who made my dreams come

I'm sorry, sir, you must have
the wrong person. Now, it seems
to a lot of people that something
as important as secretly approving an arms shipment to a hostile, terrorist nation would be
the kind of thing a president
would surely remember. Are
you positive you don't remem"Uh, try to remember the kind
of September ... when life was
slow and oh, so mellow."
We all remember such happy
times, sir. But if we can return
to the Tower report. Aren't there
any notes, memos, something
that could help you remember?
"We met at 9, I was on time
... Ah, yes, I remember it
well."
You do? That's wonderful, sir.
We're getting somewhere. Now,
who was at the 9 o'clock meeting
and what was discussed?
"We dined with friends, a
tenor sang. .. Ah, yes, I remember it well."
I'm not sure we're talking
about the same thing, sir. The
Iran arms shipment. There are
many unanswered questions,
and a growing number of Americans are concerned about your
inability to remember essential
details. They are genuinely concerned that you are havingproblems. Can you tell us if you
suffer from lapses of memory?
"Memories, memories,
dreams of a love so true... o'er
the sea of memory I'm drifting
back to you . .. Childhood days,
wildwood days, among the birds
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Mr. President, it is important
that people be confident that you
are not suffering such serious
mental lapses. Isn't there something that you can tell the American people to restore their
confidence? Concerning your
memory, isn't there some assurance that you want to give them
abut what you can remember?
"Uh, give my regards to
Broadway, remember me to
Herald Square
Thank you, Mr. President.
"And thank you. Thanks for
the memories, of candlelight
and wine, castles on the Rhine,
the Parthenon and moments on
Rhine . . . thanks for the memories."
Uh, I think that was Bob
Hope's theme song, Mr. President.
"Ah, yes, I remember it well."
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.
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ErMoral Editor
SporU Editor
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Wire Editor
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and bees ... you left me alone,
but still you're my own in my
beautiful memories . .."
Those are fine sentiments, sir,
but they aren't the memories we
are discussing. It's been suggested in some circles that if you
can't remember whether you
approved the arms deal, this
could call into question your
mental capacities. So, could you
tell us -is there anything that
you can remember?
"Mmmm, yes. You must remember this, a kiss is still a
kiss, a sigh is just a sigh ... the
fundamental things apply as
time goes by."

Letters
In a speech on campus last
Friday, Shirley Chisholm identified U.S. foreign policy as the
No. 1 problem of the Reagan
administration.
Tonight at 7:30 in the Alumni
Room of the Union, this "problem" as it affects the Caribbean
region will be addressed by Catherine Sunshine, associate director of EPICA (Ecumenical
Program for Interamerican
Communication and Action).
EPICA works on issues of
social justice and liberation for
both the Caribbean and Central
America. Its combination of
analysis, reflection and action in

Opinions expressed on the editorial page do no necessarily
reflect those of the staff.
Send submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall

Its work includes public education and organizing on both
the Caribbean and Central
America, conducting study
tours to both areas and involvement with the Sanctuary
Movement to aid fleeing Central
American refugees.
Of all Third World regions, the
Caribbean is physically closest
to the United States. The United
States has intervened militarily
in the region many times, most
recently in Grenada in 1983.
Yet despite decades of tourism and Caribbean migration
to the United States, the majority of North Americans remain
ignorant of the history, politics

and culture of the Caribbean
region.
The BGSU Caribbean Association, consistent with its purpose,
is offering the campus community an opportunity to learn
about the Caribbean, which to
many is just "sun, surf, sand
and run."
The lecture, entitled "U.S.
Foreign Policy in the Caribbean: What It Is - Why It Has
Failed," is co-sponsored by the
Black Student Union, Graduate
Student Senate, African Peoples
Association, International Relations Organization, Third World
Graduate Association and the
Pre-Law Society, and is open to
everyone and all segments of the
campus are invited
R. Errol Lam
BGSU Caribbean Association
by Dovid Harris
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I7ie BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
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words and columns should be no
longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions we consider
to be in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation. Please include address or on campus mailbox
number and telephone number
with all letters and columns.

cooperation with grass-roots
groups in the region characterizes EPICA's unique role.
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BG was 'the right place' for actress
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

Eva Marie Saint and her family always went to the movies
every weekend when she was
growing up.
Saint remembers going home
after the movies and acting
them out.
"I would remember the emotional scenes and act them out in
front of the mirror in mv room,"
she said. "But I thought everyone did that."
Saint, a 1946 graduate of the
University, went on to become
an Academy Award-winning actress, co-starring with actors
such as Marlon Brando, Cary
Grant and Bob Hope.
She is at the University today
for the official dedication of the
Eva Marie Saint Theater in University Hall, where she acted
during her undergraduate
years.
Saint grew up in Albany, N.Y.

Her father sent both her older
sister and her to the University
so they could experience a different area of the country.
"It was a wonderful decision,"
she said. "I was very shy in high
school. I was a late bloomer.
College opened a lot of doors for
me."

their lives who are an incredible
influence," she said. "He
(Smith) was one in mine and
Lillian Gish was another."
Saint enrolled in a drama
class taught by Smith after receiving a letter from him the
summer after her sophomore
year.

Her favorite memories of college are the times she spent
dancing in the original Falcon's
Nest, which was a log cabin
where the Union is now. The
building has since been moved
to Portage.
"I loved to dance," she said.

"During my sophomore year,
I received a part in aplay that I
tried out for on a dare," she
said. "I was an education major
and the next summer, when I
was back in New York, I started
thinking about acting. I wanted
a change. So I wrote a letter to
Elden asking what my chances
were, what would life be like...
And he wrote this wonderful
letter back which I still have."
The letter encouraged Saint to
change majors and after more
plays, she graduated in 1946 with
a bachelor of arts in speech.
"I always had very strong
creative urges and acting was a
way I could channel it," she

SAINT LIVED in Shatzel Hall,
a women's dormitory at the
time, and later moved into the
Delta Gamma house.
Her sorority houseparents,
Dr. Elden and Betty Smith, were
a significant influence in her
life.
"Everyone has a few people in
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516 €. M€RfW fW€NU€ flPTS.
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BG News/Rob Upton

Eva Marie Saint
said.
SAINT WON the 1954 Oscar
for best supporting actress for
"On the Waterfront," her first
movie after much work on tele"I was surprised about the
award and nappy and impressed," she said.
However, Saint said she had
other things on her mind at the
time of the award. Two days

later, her first child was born.
"Jeff (her husband) told me
that if they called my name, I
had to sit and count to ten before
I got up to accept the award,"
she said.
"Which was very good advice.
Otherwise, I might have had a
baby right there."
More recently. Saint appeared
on the television show, Moonlighting," as Maddie Hayes'
mother.
"I'd never done episodic tele-

vision before," she said.
"Mostly I'd done specials and
my agent asked me ill would do
something episodic. I said 'No,'
but 'Moonlighting' is my favorite show. Two weeks later they
sent me a script. I loved doing
it."
Saint said she is very excited
about being at the University
again.
"I have a lot of positive vibes
here," she said. "BG was the
right place for me at the right
time.'

CHARLESTOWN

Come Cheer on the Falcon leers

APARTMENTS

This Weekend at Pollyeyes!
Friday • Listen to the game & enjoy the
pizza & salad smorgasbord
Saturday • Watch the Championship Game
at Import Night II

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
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i
i M.00 Large 1 Item Pizza
In - House Only
i
$
i
5.°° Large 1 Item
Delivery
I

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

\

MARK'S

\

Call 332-3331 lor Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

J

SOLVE THE
SUMMER JOB
MAZE

Heep that Florida tan!

a

Order a 1987 KEY March 6-13 and
be eligible for winning
- 250 minutes at
The Sunworks Tanning Center.

A

1000 o m lo 300pm
[MPlOttltS MPMSJNtWG T« fOUOWING Will Bi PMStNT

Also
get $2 off
the KEY'S regular $17.95 price
by ordering March 6-13
at:

CiDAH POINT
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Delta Gamma Congratulates
their New Initiates

The Union Foyer
(March 9-13)

Diana Anderson
Aimee Bauman
Venita Brown
Kimberly Burney
Amy Carl
Celia Castellano
Kirsten Edwards
Lori Everett
Charlene Ferko
Tracy Frank
Anne Gelsmann
Jennifer Jayne
Heather Jones
Peggy Kaln

or
The KEY otfice
28 West Hall
(March 6-13)

Don't let your memories or your ton
fade QUJQU!
Order before 4 p.m. March 13 to be eligible
for the raffle and the $2 discount

Deborah Mazor
Sheila McBain
Lisa MEwen
Dianna McKee
Cyndi Merrick
Lynn Miller
Christine Perkins
Kerri Powers
Sheila Rufener
Heather Telzrow
Francine Voigt
Julie Wilkinson
Jennifer Weaver
Jennifer Zraik

Congratulations to Aimee Bauman
for being Outstanding Pledge

Tanning offer good for one year following March 20, 1987.
1

is
15
13
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Meningitis kills Toledoan Fashion show slated
FMA to present the latest in spring clothing

by Don Lee
wtre editor

A second meningitis victim
died vesterday at Riverside Hospital, Toledo, a hospital
spokeswoman said.
Donald Olson, 27, of Toledo,
diad yesterday at 11:45 a.m.,
according to Janet Bosserman,
vie* president for public relations at Riverside. An autopsy
has been ordered.
Olson was admitted to the
hospital Sunday and had been in
critical condition and in a coma,
hospital officials said earlier.
Bosserman said Olson never
came out of the coma.
He was admitted two days
after a University freshman

died at Wood County Hospital of
meningococcal meningitis.
Chari.se Heiser, 20, died at
9 a.m. Friday after leaving work
early the night before at Henry
J's, the Toledo nightclub where
she was a waitress.
A spokeswoman for Flower
Memorial Hospital, Toledo, said
yesterday that the 51-year-old
man who was admitted Feb. 24
with meningitis was in fair condition and improving. The man
had been moved out of intensive
care, said the spokeswoman,
who did not want to be identified.
HEALTH OFFICIALS have
not determined whether the
cases are related.

BOWLING GREEN CREDIT UNION. INC.
BOWUNG GREEN CREDIT UNION, INC., 45 Shatzel Hall, announces thai loan money is available tor new vehicles at 10% lixed
interest rate, maximum loan amt. $12,000 tor 60 mo. period, with
20% down payment, for qualified borrowers.
Other collateral secured loans up to $8,000 are available at 12%
fixed rate
Signature loans (non-collateral) are available at 13% fixed rate,
maximum amount $2,000 with five years of employment, to
quaJBied borrowers JOIN THE CREDIT UNION NOW! WE WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Callus at 372-2194

Dr. Richard Wenzel, health
commissioner for Toledo and
Lucas County, said no new cases
had been reported.
A patient who was being
tested for meningitis at Mercy
Hospital, Toledo, does not have
the disease, a spokeswoman
said.
Wood County health officials
said yesterday no new cases had
been reported in this area, either.
Helen Gatzke, director of
nursing services for the Wood
County Health Department, said
that the department had received a number of calls early in
the week from persons worried
about the disease spreading, but
had received no calls yesterday
or Wednesday.
Meningitis attacks the covering membranes of the brain and
spinal cord and can be caused by
bacteria, viruses or other microorganisms. Symptoms include
headaches, general body aches,
severe vomiting, fever, delirium
and coma. Meningococcal meningitis, the bacterial form, is the
most common kind.
State health department
guidelines on meningitis state
that the fatality rate for the
disease is about 10 percent if
diagnosed early.

Camp

Association tor the HefjTof Retarded Children
189 Wheatley Rd.
Brookville, New York 11545
Ph.(516)626-1000

by Kate Foster
reporter

University students will soon
get a chance to catch a sneak
preview of what area clothing
stores have to offer in spring
fashion.
The Fashion Merchandising
Association will hold its "Fashion Gala" spring fashion show
Monday, March 9 at 8 p.m. in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
About 20 members of FMA
will model the latest beach
wear, casual wear, formal attire
and accessories that several Toledo and Bowling Green clothing
stores will donate for the purpose of the show, said Anne
Anderson, publicity chairman of
the show. The show will also
exhibit original accessory designs of two University students.
Anderson, a fashion merchandising major, said the show is an
opportunity to use the creative
talent on campus and direct it
toward producing an organized

Resignation

□ Continued from page 1.
not be able to vote anyway because he had only been to one of
the six days of ACGFA hearings.
McCoy said it is unfortunate
Hoffman chose to resign, but her
main concern is that USG may
lose its vote.
"By accepting full responsibility for the gross miscommunication that occurred, as president
my concern is what can USG do
to maintain its vote in ACGFA.
This, and only this, is the issue,"
she said.
Bob Arrowsmith, chairman of
ACGFA, said there was some

"Bowling Green is not the height of
fashion, but fashion is anything you want
it to be."
Jerome Fresch, general chairman of
"Fashion Gala"
presentation.
She added that the show is a
form of free advertising for
whatever stores choose to participate.
Participating stores include
Et Cetera, Jean's & Things and
Uhlman's in Bowling Green.
Clothing from The Gap at Southwyck Mall, Benetton at Frank-'
lin Park and Your Special Day
at Westgate Mall will also be
featured at the show, according
to Jerome Fresch, general
chairman of the show.
Fresch admits that northwest
Ohio is not famed for setting
fashion trends. However, he
views fashion on more of an
individual basis.
"Bowling Green is not the
height of fashion, but fashion is

anything you want It to be. It can
be a pair of shoes put with a
different outfit, an old sweater
or a piece of your parents'
clothes," he said.
The models for the "Fashion
Gala" will not have a lot of
freedom in their various outfit
choices since the clothes presented at the show will be limited to the items donated by the
stores.
However, fashion design majors will have center stage in
April when they can show off
their creations for the design
show devoted solely to showcasing original student clothing designs.
Anderson stressed that attendants of the show may come as
they are.

confusion because three different people snowed up to the
meetings.
Once you go on to more than
one person, you have a problem
with coordination," Arrowsmith
said. "It is possible that one of
the 17 members of ACGFA may
motion to remove USG's voting
privilege."
McCoy is optimistic about the
situation.
"I spoke with many ACGFA
members and their comments
have been supportive," she said.
"The belief is that this is an
issue that has been blown out of
proportion and I agree."

McCoy said she wasn't aware
she had to appoint a specific
designate instead of a series of
proxies.
"At the time, I wasn't clear
with the problems of different
people attending ACGFA meetings," McCoy said.
However, Arrowsmith said
McCoy did receive a letter from
Arrowsmith indicating a designee was an alternative.
Barry Wurgler, USG student
welfare coordinator, said confusion may have been prevented if
McCoy was able to attend the
last few USG cabinet meetings
to discuss the situation.

Cherrywood Blotter

Health Spa & Tanning Center
352-9378
8th & High St.

See Us on March 10 at

CAMP DAY

AXO

Introductory Special

More than $300 worth of damage was done to a car parked in
the lot at Aspen, 107 State St.,
Wednesday night when an unknown person or persons tried to
rip the sun-roof off the vehicle,
city police said. The incident
was reported at 11:36 p.m.

Grand Ballroom, University Union

120 minutes for $25
plus one free visit

D A driver reported to police
that eggs were thrown at his car
as he drove past Campus Manor
apartments, 505 Clough St., at
10:10 p.m. Wednesday.

Gain valuable experience while helping mentally retarded
children & adults have a wonderful vacation.

We feature the "Hex" Suntanning Unit The Newest European Suntanning System
Like Magic... minutes a day
You'll start & maintain a Golden Tan
come Rain or Shine

a Two windows were broken
at the old Noble Roman's restaurant, 300 E. Wooster St., sometime Tuesday night, police said.
Two of the building's front windows, each 3 feet by 6 feet in size
and worth between $300 and
$400, were knocked out with two
wooden posts, police said.

HOURS:
Mon - Fri. 9am-iopm
Sal. nam-9pm
Sun. ipm-9pm

U A University student reported that his apartment at 146
S. College Drive was broken into
Tuesday.
It was not known if anything
was taken.
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K^oiumouA, \Jn to
Judic & Jeff
Karen & Terr.
Laurie & Mike
Susie & Doug
Anne & Dan
l.eslie & Bob
Kelly & Eric
Cathy & Sieve
Renee & Troy
Cheryl & Bob
Sara & Dave
Eileen & Dan
Beih & Mick
Wendy & Ben
Tami & John
Karen & Todd
Kim & Doug
Susan & Jell
Anne & Tom
Allison & Loghead
Jennifer & Mark
Mae & Dave
Deb & Chris
Heaiher & Paul
Karen S. Chris
Kim & Bob
anger & OSU Beia #l
Deb & Mike
Shelley & Pele
Lisa & Leo
Beihellen & Morgan

Kaihy &K\i<Marcia & Scon
Saundra& Jim
Carrie & Man
Stacy & Robbie
Mlndy & Mike
Captain Calvy & Champ

wings & the Crossword King
Mr. Tom & ihe Red Teddy
The Presideni & Her Firsi
Husband
Scarlett & the Bob noxious
Tension Head
Betsy's Man & the Other
Woman (the saga continues)

Trish & Randy
Kay & Jell
Herbie & F.B.
Diane & Deron
Kim & Mike
Kris & Bob
Kathie & Duffy
Leslie & Jeff
Kathi & Richard
Lisa & Tim
Lori & Veto
Laura & Brendan
Stacey & OSU Beta #2
Theresa & Jeff
Darcie & Jamie
Cindy & Brad
Angie & Bob
Joan & Paul
Erin & Mike
Lisa & Brent
Cindy & Ed
Annie & Todd
Dolores & Joey
Lauren & Spike
Eileen & Doug
Sharon & Steve
Jackie & Gary
Minnow & Spuds
Kendra & Paul
Denise & Kevin
Amy & Dayiona Dan
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News Briefs

Cleveland hospitals profitable

Demjanjuk claims 'Ivan' was
POW following instructions
JERUSALEM (AP) - An
investigator testified yesterday that John Demjanjuk insisted he wouldn't be at fault
even if he had been "Ivan the
Terrible" because the Nazi
death camp guard was just a
POW following instructions.
Demianiuk, a 66-year-old
retired Ohio autoworker,
claims he was never at Treblinka and is a victim of mistaken identity. He is a native
of the Soviet Ukraine and was
extradited from the United
States last year for trial on
war crimes charges.
i
Alex Ish-Shalom, head of
the Israeli team that interrogated Demjanjuk, said he often referred to himself as

"Ivan" but then said he was
not the Ukrainian guard at
Treblinka, where 850,000
Jews died in 1942-43.
"He told us repeatedly: 'We
couldn't act any differently
from the way we did, we
(Ukrainians) were prisoners
of war,' " Ish-Shalom told the
court."But then he added: 'I
wasn't at Treblinka, but even
those who were there really
had no choice.'"
Ish-Shalom's testimony
came after days of emotional
testimony from survivors of
Treblinka. It was the first
from an official who had investigated Demjanjuk and
appeared to be the most damaging.

CLEVELAND (AP) - The average profit
made by hospitals in the Cleveland metropolitan area is significantly higher than that
of the area's major, publicly held corporations, a health insurer argued in a study
revealed yesterday.
The Cleveland-based Blue Cross & Blue
Shield of Ohio released the report as part of
its ongoing campaign to gain the right to
choose the hospitals that get its business.
The study was done by the accounting
firm Laventhol & Horwatn for a Cleveland
law firm representing Blue Cross.
"It is absolutely unconscionable for the
hospital industry in Cleveland to show a $117

company currently is seeking legislation
that would allow the same thing.
HOWEVER, SOME hospitals oppose the
move because Blue Cross' failure to include
them in its coverage would mean a drop in
business. Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Ohio
covers 1.6 million Cleveland area residents.
Richard Buxbaum, senior vice president
of the Greater Cleveland Hospital Association, told The (Cleveland) Plain Dealer in a
story published yesterday: "This is a freedom of choice issue for the subscriber.
We're convinced most subscribers in the
state want to sustain their right to go to the
hospital of their choice."

Court bans 45 texts from Ala. schools
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) - School
workers began pulling books
from shelves yesterday to comply with a federal judge's order
banning 45 texts from Alabama
classrooms on grounds they promote a godless humanist religion.
Gov. Guy Hunt gave no indication whether he wants to appeal
Wednesday's ruling by U.sT District Judge W. Brevard Hand.
However, critics all but guaranteed they will seek to throw
out the order, which they called
a frightening form of judicial
censorship aimed at giving religious fundamentalists a foot inside the schoolhouse door.
Hand, ruling that secular hu-

Warner posts $3.5 million bond;
co-defendant appeals amount
CINCINNATI (AP)-Marvin Warner, convicted this
week in the 1985 collapse of
his Home State Savings Bank,
posted a $3.5 million bond
yesterday amid a crush of
reporters, cameramen and
courthouse officials.
A co-defendant, former
Home State president Burton
Bongard, was jailed yesterday morning after he failed to
come up with his $1.5 million
bond.
Warner, impeccably
dressed in a blue overcoat
and gray suit, declined a
clerk's invitation to skirt the
cameras and instead shook
hands with well-wishers as he
made his way through a
crowded hallway to the Ham-

million profit and at the same time have the
nation's fourth highest costs reflected in our
customers' insurance premiums," said Jerome Rogers, Blue Cross executive vice
president.
The study was launched after an American Hospital Association report showed that
Cleveland was the fourth most expensive
hospital city in the nation. Cities ahead of
Cleveland, in order, were Boston, San Francisco and Detroit.
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Ohio was
rebuffed by the courts when it attempted in
1985 to select the hospitals with which it
would contract to provide coverage. The

ilton County Clerk of Courts
office.
"If I did that, it would look
like I was afraid," Warner
said after a court clerk offered to let him avoid reporters.
Moments before a court-imposed deadline, Warner
posted a surety bond from the
Reliance Insurance Co., Philadelphia. Courthouse officials
speculated that Warner did
not post cash because of fears
that the state of Ohio, which
has filed suit against him,
might later attach the money.
At the same time, Bongard's lawyer wife, Debra LaMorte, filed an appeal
seeking a reduction in her
husband's bond.

manism is a religion, said
Wednesday the use of the textbooks in public schools violates
the Constitution's prohibition
against the establishment of a
religion by the state.
According to fundamentalists,
secular humanism is the elevation of transient human values
over eternal spiritual values,
and secular humanists believe
that humans can handle their
own affairs without divine intervention.
"With these books, the state of
Alabama has overstepped its
mark, and must withdraw to
perform its proper non-religious
functions," Hand said.
Some of the books appear to be

Campbell, attorney for the
schools.
Meanwhile, at a news conference, former U.S. Rep. John
Buchanan, chairman of the
Washington-based People for
the American Way, said Hand
"sadly erred" in ordering the
books banished.
But Hunt, a Primitive Baptist
minister who is chairman of the
State Board of Education, the
main defendant in the case, refused to give an opinion on the
matter.

used by tens of thousands of
students, though textbook records showed that most would
be replaced anyway by this fall.
IN MOBILE, spokeswoman Jo
Peary said three home economics books and one history book
covered by the court ban are in
use by nearly 7,000 pupils.
School officials began removing the books yesterday, she
said. "If these books are not
removed right away, then the
local board would be subject to
contempt citation," said Robert
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TO BUY A YUGO?
MAKE THE RUN...
Limited Rentals
Remaining!

FOR ONLY

yy

AND...

DOWN

$

99!

per month

YUGO to the dealer outstanding in his field

If R.E. MANAGEMENT
505 Clough B15
Six Locations to Choose From!
Call Today — 352-9302

DISHOP

FORD-NISSAN-YUGO
Rt. 25, Bowling Green, OH

353-5271
40 MONTH MUHCM*, t.751 kfM. AMOUNT IIMANCINO $4714 TAX, mil IXTIA
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Spring Break
Survival Tote

with purchase of
25.00 or more
and your BGSU I.D.
Purchase may be made at Uhlmans
Department Store or Home Store.
Hurry in . . . we have only 250.
BGSU Flamingo
Denim Tote contains:

• Koozie
• Sun Visor
• Vacation Guide to Florida
• Frisbee
• 25% Off Beach Towel Coupon
• Sample Fragrance
• Mirror or Key Ring

Uhlmans Charge—VISA—MoslerCard—American Express

Future Mr. & Mrs Maddern
Doug & Cory
Eves & The FRAT BOY
Janice ft \n
Chris & Jerry
Andrea & Sieve
Diane & James
Tweeiie & Eggben
1
Sunshine & Siull
Sally & Jay
Jen & Rick
Chris & The Scope
%
Ginger & Gilligan
Amy & Scott
Maryann & The Prol
Robin & 353-1468
Betsy & Shawn
Lovvie & Thurstin
Patsy & Jon
Crazy & Dubes
Jinny & Kevin
Mrs & Mr. Hovvell
$*H *
Sandy & Bruce
Cai & Kev
M.irn Rapp A "John Doe"
Karen & Matthew
Robin B. & Jeff
Grim & Barren
Chns & Slim
Kelly & Brad
Jessica & Ryan
Denise & Joe
Andrea & The Mystery Man
Melissa & Doug
Amy & Blake
Karen & Captain Bubba
Babycakes & 50 -acR»n«nn«
Donna & Ed
Cathy & Howie
Brewster & Remo
Oopie & The Toy
Julie & Lombo
Susan & Brian
Malaki & Isaac
Kim & Dave
Ann & Chris
Kim& Dan
Debbie & Bret
Kathy & Jeff
Gone To Alaska
Ten & Rod
Amy & Paul
Mister & Mister
Lorri & Brian
Jeannie Marie & Scon
Lory & Bro Danny
Kelle & Jimmy
Tracey & Greg
Linda & Chuck
Dana & Tim
Eileen & Bruce
Shivawn & Man
Pam & Miich
Julie & Phi Delt
Traci&Bob
Beth & Keith
Maryrose & the Lucky Man
Kelly & Guido
Chrisii & Todd
Laurie & John
Debbie & Jim
Amy & Mike
Julie & her Conklin Crush
Bump & Spike
Suz & Pickle
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leers open with improved OSCI

Sports Cap

Falcons must shake Joe Louis Jinx to gain rematch with Spartans

GYMNASTICS: The Falcons competes at Central Michigan
tomorrow at 2 p.m., trying to keep a perfect MAC record (4 0 and
4-3 overall). CMU is 1-3 in the MAC and 6-5 overall.

by Matt Wlnkeljohn
assistant sports editor

. It does not take a great soothSyer to predict most of what
wling Green bead hockey
coach Jerry York will say about
an upcoming opponent. Especially late in the season.
You know, they're a very improved team; they've come
along very nicely. We're going
to have to play well to beat
them. X is a very talented
player and Y also gives a lot of
teams trouble. We'll have to
play our game.
Or, if the upcoming team is
Michigan State: Gosh, they're
so talented. For us to beat them,
we'll have to be at our best;
they're not going to give anything away. You know, they
have two fine goaltenders and
McSween is one of the best defensemen in college hockey. And
Messier and Shibicky are always tough. Jeez, they just have
so many people than can hurt
you.
The news is no different this
week.

Ohio State is indeed an improved team with two players
forming a potent offensive
threat. And Michigan State is
again tough.
But Michigan State's toughness won't make a difference if
York's charges don't beat the
Buckeyes in tonight's second
semifinal game in Joe Louis
Arena. And, of course, Michigan
State must beat Western Michigan in tonight's first game.
First things first. York is
chiefly concerned with a pair of
Buckeyes.
"The keys for us are to minimize (Rick) Brebant and
(Doug) Madill as much as we
can, he said. "Sometimes
they're on the same line; fouron-fours, the power play. They'll
Erobably skate just two lines at
K end of the periods. And
changes lines every 30 seconds
during the game."
Brebant has 33 goals and 49
assists for 82 points. Madill owns
totals of 3W2-67.
Sophomore center Greg Parks
said the Falcons will have to
keep from falling into a trap

When it's gotta be pizza it's got to be P&8r's'01
According to a BGSU preference survey, students prefer Pizza to hamburgers. According to
National Restaurant Association tests. Pizza Is
the better nutritional value. The BG News survey
(5/85) rated Pisanello's Pizza the BEST in Bowling Green. Give us a chance to create a meal or a
snack for you.

every team tries to set for BG.
"Like any other team, they
are going to try and get us in the
Knalty box," he said. "Anytime
ey can skate four-on-four, or
three-on-three it's an advantage
for them."
Because that neutralizes BG's
greatest advantage: depth.
York said while BG will skate
four lines and six defensemen,
he expects the Bucks to play
mostly three lines, four defensemen and a couple spares.
Having finished sixth in the
regular-season standings, OSU's
visit to Joe Louis is icing on the
Buckeyes' cake.
BG assistant coach Wayne
Wilson said having already surpassed many expectations provides the Buckeyes with some
uncommon luxuries against the
Falcons.
"They can try different things
against us. They're not expected
to win so they can change things
up against us each period, and.
hey, if they lose, that's that,
Wilson said. "But we're expected to win. We're going to go
with what has worked for us all

year."
Left wing Don Barber and
center PaulYsebaert have been
largely responsible for BG's success.
However, a hip flexor suffered
in last Sunday's game against
Ferris State kept Barber out of
practice until yesterday. Barber
will play tonight, but York said
he will not see "extensive ice
time."
Ysebaert has been bothered
by a sore shoulder this week, but
Jones said there is no loss in the
junior's range-of-motion and he
will play tonight.
Ohio State nead coach Jerry
Welsh is looking for several
strong individual efforts.
"Anybody who thought we
weren't going to be fighting for a
spot in this tournament doesn't
know this league," he said. "We
were embarrassed with the way
we played early in the season.
"The chemistry is right now.
We need good goaltending (from
Todd Fanning) and quality
games from key players. And
our lunch-pail guys have to give
a great effort.

$2 OFF
Any large 16" pizza
with TWO or more items
'<•• 0«Hv*(U
ON* COUPON Pia p\iio
OPf N 4 o m

0 05

P&o* " "

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.

SWIMMING: The men continue in the MAC championships
today and tomorrow in Cooper Pool.
HOCKEY: The icers face Ohio State in the semi-final round of
the Central Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs tonight in Joe
Louis Arena, Detroit. Mich.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: The Falcons open the MAC tournament today at 3 against Kent State in Toledo's Centennial Hall.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: After last night's victory, BG faces Kent
State tonight at 9 in Toledo's Centennial Hall.

Cagers
D Continued from page 1.
came out of the locker room and
extended its halftime lead to
29-24 thanks to a Lamon Pippin
jumper.
Yet the Bobcats stayed close
by pounding the ball inside to
their forwards. Center Rick
Stanfel, who tallied 11 points,
scored most of his baskets on
short turnarounds.
Meanwhile, the Falcons
countered from the outside.
Booker, who paced BG with 17
markers, hit four three-point

shots.
Pippin, not one for his jump
shot, also contributed from long
range. He finished with 11
points.
His jumper from the corner
tied the game at 47-47 with 4:49
left.
OU then regained the lead
when Jamie Brock scored on a
jumper.
Both teams traded baskets,
before Steve Martenet canned a
15-foot baseline shot with :51 to
deadlock it at 51-51. Martenet
finished with 14 points.

$1 OFF j 50* OFF
Any medium 13" pizza
with TWO or more items
f <•• Delivery
ON( COUPON P(S Olf/ft
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352-5166
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VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G
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Any small 10" pizza
or large sub
^PiSOndlo'S
O"' 'owe* m>*ita
PtZZO'
352-5166
ooi~«»ir,
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G.
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DRY DOCK

Special
Friday Night
Concert with

IMPORT NIGHT II
THE SEQUEL!
Saturday at POLLYEYES
Over 80 Import Beers

USG PR€S€NTS
FORUM ON
RflC€ R€LfiTIONS
fiT BGSU
<Ko»

Guiness, Bass, Warsteiner & Molson on tap!
440 E. Court St.
ooooooooooooooooo<

Guest Speaker: Dr. Paul Olscamp

Tonight 8:00-12:00
Saturday Night Come Hear
The Wiggs
9:00 - 1:00

Discussion will take place following Presentation
YOUR INPUT COUNTS.

Tues., March 10
8:30 pm 210 Math Science

Mid-Am Room
Harshman Quad
Sponsored by: The Commuter/Olt-Campus Organization,
The Dry Dock, Women lor Women, World
Student Association, Women's Studies,
Non-Traditional Student Association, GSS
&UAO

%.
Show Up!

#"

FREE ADMISSION! Meal Coupons Welcome

Enjoy Good Living in '87 with
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SIGMA NU SPRING FORMAL

Preferred Properties Co.
z
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835 High St.-Rental Office
Phone:352-9378

t-J

Available for fall rentals:

z
z

MARCH 7, 1987
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Chuck & Roberta
Brian & Rachelle
Rick & Jennie
Dave & Mary
Sean & Barb
Todd & Ramona
Buba & Yolanda
Brian & Chris
Sam & Michelle
Bob & Mary
Dan & Pam
Greg & Beth
Todd & Janel

C£>

Eric & LeAnne
Brian & Sue
Neil & Roxanne
Mike & Marianne
Nick & Liz
Rob & Jodi
C.B. & Kimmy
Andy & Marge
Todd & Kitten
Bob & Amy
Mike & Leeza
Steve & Michele
Mr. & Mrs. Tracy

<£>

Mike & Sharie
Jay & Ruth
Frank & Deborah
Todd & Rhonda
John & Dani
Darin & Tamra
Graig & Trixy
Kevin & Stephanie
Jim & Elizabeth
Tip & Muffin
Hound Dog & Kay
Tony & Ronda
Tim & Carol

EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN • EN •
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Piedmonts High St.
650 Sixth St.
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.
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Our apartments feature
two bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat,
laundry areas in each building,
lots of closet space, 11/2 baths.
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All residents will be granted membership to
the Health Spa. The facility features Hydro
Spa Whirlpool, Sunlamps, Shower Massage,
Indoor Heated Pool, Metos Sauna, Complete
Exercise facilities and Equipment.
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Cherrywood Health Spa

Stop in and see our listings
tor summer rentals!
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LOOK OUT FOR
MAC tourney a
must for BG
by Jeff McSherry
assistanl sports editor

After clinching the league title almost three weeks ago,
the Bowling Green women's basketball team has been
lounging comfortably on their Mid-American Conference
throne.
The Falcons finished the season 25-2 overall and had a
perfect 16-0 mark in conference battles. But as queens of
the conference hardwood, there is always another
challenge, another conquest.
This weekend, BG will put its crown on the line in the
MAC touranment at Toledo's Centennial Hall. The fourteam tourney begins today at 1 p.m. with Central
Michigan squaring off against Western Michigan. BG will
face Kent State at 3 p.m. The championship game will be
at 3 p.m. tomorrow.
Many observers consider the tourney all but over since
the Falcons have already beaten the other three teams
twice each in the regular season.
But that was then, this is now.
The stakes are much higher this time around - the
squad that wins the MAC tourney will get an automatic bid
to the National Collegiate Athletic Associations
tournament.
"16-0 was a great accomplishment," BG senior cocaptain Sherrie Voyles said. "But every team knows to get
into the NCAA (tournament), they've got to win the MAC
tournament."
BG's leading scorer, forward Jackie Motycka (20.0
ppg), also realizes all of the wins and statistics are
meaningless come tournament time.
"Anything we've done before, doesn't mean anything
now," Falcon forward Jackie Motycka said.
The Falcons' scouting report on their opening game
with KSU reads: inexperience. KSU hashit been a fixture
in the MAC tourney over the years, but first-year head
coach Richard Keast has brought new life to the Golden
Flashes. KSU enters the game 15-13 overall and 8-8 in the
MAC.
The Flashes just might be the Falcons' biggest obstacle
if their 76-67 win over second-place CMU Saturday is any
indication. BG may have defeated KSU 95-85 Jan. 17, but
in the last meeting between the two (Feb. 14), the Falcons
were lucky to escape with a 69-68 victory.
And it doesn't look as if it's going to be any easier this
time.
"We may have beaten them twice already," senior
forward Stephanie Coo said. "But the third time to beat a
team is always the hardest."
The Golden Falshes will be led by 5-11 senior forward
Jodi Dum who is averaging 16.6 ppg and 8.9 rebounds per
contest. Cheryl Lackey, 6.1) ppg, will be at the other wing
spot.
KSU also has the conference's leading rebounder in 6-3
sophomore center Mary Bukovac who averages 9.9 rpg.
Bukovac also adds 12.1 ppg on the offensive end. The
backcourt features 5-5 junior Jennifer Grandstaff (16.2
ppg) and 5-7 Freshman-of-the-Year candidate Amy
owikowski (7.3 ppg).

JACKIE MOTYCKA

STEPHANIE COE

"The only pressure I feel is getting
out of the tournament and into the
NCAAs."

"It's time to start all over, it's a whole
new season."

SHERRIE VOYLES
"Losing would be
us beating ourselves"

FRAN VOLL
"I don't think
the pressure of
being number one
will affect us."

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • 'ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS'''
COME ONE COME ALL TO OSS PICNIC IN
MARCH ■ THIS Win BE A CHANGE OF PACE
FROM THE USUAL JAZZ CAFE-PIZZA PARTY
MODE BUT YOU'LL STILL FIND PLENTY OF
FOOD. BEVERAGES. MUSIC. ETC WITHOUT
THE ANTS. FRIDAY, MARCH 6. 9.00
PM-1.00 AM IN THE ICE ARENA LOUNGE
SPONSORED BY GSS AND THE WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION $2 DONATION REQUESTED AT THE DOOR
•■•HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE''"G
' 'ASM ALUMNI RECEPTION"
Saturday March 7 3-5 pm
Phaasant Room. University Union
Teh •nth recent BGSU MIS 0/009 about what to
expect alter graduation
•College Lite at Founders!'"
Monday March 9th at 7:30 p.m.
in Founder's Quad Gold Lounge
IP—her is Jim Sylvester
Hoi be tetrtg everyone about
'Why Couplet Break Up
Everyone is welcome
please come and en(oy
a great talk
sponsored by Campus Crusade lor Christ
•UNIVERSITY LIAISON COUNCIL MEETING- Don't let your orgarHzaton be left out* Come
hnd out what other orgenizstons are doing a
putacize yours! Any co-programming plans wll
also be discussed
WEO. MAR is, leoe-soo PM-TAFT ROOM
UNIVERSITY UNION
aponaored by UAO
Acer Mgmt. Club Happy Hours. March 7. horn
5 00 to 8 00 pm at Uptown. Free pizza and
ALPHA ETA RHO
IS HAVNG A MEETING MONDAY MARCH 9
AT 9 00 PM IN TECH BLDG DON'T FORGET
YOUR S6 DUESI'
BE MS. PETITE U.S.A. FOR 1N7I
All contestsnts for pageant must be 6*4" and
under, win a video screen teat and other
prlres held at the SHERATON In ROCKY
RIVER. OM on MARCH 1STR DEADLINE TO
ENTER IS MARCH ITH For more Irrrormetlonn
call SYO FRIEDMAN'S THEATRICAL AGENCY At (21 S| 331-7740
BG News meeting lor volunteers--writers and
pholographers-every Sunday, 8 p.m.. 210
Weat Hal. For lurther information call
372-2803
Coffee and DoughnutaLobby Ed 8Mg 7 30NoonM-F
Sponsored by Pin Beta Lambda

Internships available lor Fal in Washington DC
through the Washington Center Internship Program Tuesday. March loth. 10:30 am . 231
Administration or call 372-8202
INTRAMURAL RACQUET8ALL (W So* and
dba) entries due March 10th by 4 00 pm In
108 SRC
Journalism 8«halarahlpa--AppBcariona are
available now lor S5.000 in scholarships
Freshmen. Sophomores. Juniors and Graduate
Students who major m Journalism or Education
(with Journalism emphasis) are encouraged to
apply Forma available m cchocJ ol Mass Com
munlcatlon, Rm. 302 and Dept of Journalism.
Rm. 319 Weal Hal Deadens: March 17
Mark Twain Is on Tour
COME MEET HUCK. TOM AND BECKY
MARCH 12 AT 7:30 IN KOBACKER HALL
S2 FOR STUDENTS AND S4 FOR GENERAL
PUBLIC

UAA MEETING
Join us lor FUN on
Monday. 9 March at
8:00 pm
in Marti Alumni Center
AGING
OR MILDRED SELTZER. AN INTERNATIONALLY RESPECTED GERONTOLOGIST FROM
THE SCHIPPS CENTER AT MIAMI UNIV . WILL
PRESENT A PUBLIC LECTURE ENTITLED.
THE FAMILY DOES TOO CARE' SHE WIU
FOCUS ON THE SUPPORT FAMIUES PROVIDE FOR THEIR ELDERS IN CONTRAST TO
THE PUBLIC PERCEPTION THAT MOST OF
THE OLD K OUR SOCIETY ARE INSTTTUTK5NAUZE0
WHEN TUESDAY. MARCH 10. 1987
WHERE BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 114
TIME 7 30-8 30 P M

A great big congratulations goes to
Andrea Stanley Stacey Con-Katy Edwards
and Stephanie Gnm for being selected
as 1987 Rush Counselors' Wei mas you
but we know you I do a wonderful fit'
Love. Your Alpha Phi sisters

PERSONALS

PHI OELTA THETA
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY MARCH 8. 1987
UPTOWN 4-9 P M
TWO WEEKS TILL TAN TWE
PHI DELTA THETA

ASaen Front
Congratulations on your Alpha Qam-Slgme
CM pemng to David Baker
Lova.
Your AGO Sisters
ALPHA CHt FORMAL

WANT TO TRY
PUB-GRUB'
OR ENGLISH LAGER??
FIND OUT ABOUT II!'
EVERY WED. EVENING at 7:50 IN
411 SOUTH HALL

BRET
New Years n November was tun.
But tna Dee Zee date party wa be no 1
Srvpwrecked a where l would love to be.FWIth
you this Sat wait and see
We w* be dancing, drinking and srrvang too.
But Bret. I want to be shipwrecked with you'
Love you. Debbie
Bran.
Here's to US--I know we can make it Looking
forward to lormal but I have lust one question
Are we going to make it down for dinner that
year??
Love. RK

SAE PAUL J HOESKEN
MR P .
Just wanted to let you know I'm looking forward
to spending my weekend with a Ken dot'
Love.
Blonow-Blonde

Brian.
Thanks for being so understanding Have a
Great Weekend
I Lova You,
Chna

Alpha Xl's. PIKE', and Theta CM's
get ready for a wild 4-way tonight After el, it's
runner to party *4 ways', than one'
The Phi Mus

Get Psyched tor Saturday Nlghti
Bang Star/wrecked with a DZ' a the oorw way
to be'

BRUCE S SUM MM American Conference
Swimming A Diving Championships
Thura.. Frl„ Sat, March S, 6, 7
Prellma: Noon Finale: 7 p,m.
Rec Center Pool
Cheer the Falcons on to vtetoryl

National Nutritulon Month
Home Ec Dept and The Wei
are sponsoring speakers
from St Vincent's Medical Center
talking on Eating Disorders
Anorexia and Bulimia
March 11 7 pm 210 MSC
Phi Alpha Delta law fraternity meeting
Tuesday. March 10 at 0 00 P.M. In
100 (A AH are encouraged to attend
Visitors welcome
PRE-LAW SOCIETY
LAW STUDENT PANEL
7:30pmMon. March 9

LOST & FOUND
S100 reward lor the return ol my large coescdon ol beautiful horse statues and torranum
taken from my oarage Fab 10-12 at 207 Byal
Ave . B G Cal 353-8308 or 362-7180
• ' ' 'FMA FASHION GALA 87 ■ " •
Mon . March 9 ■ 8 PM
Lenhart Grand Ballroom FREEi

APPLY NOW"
Applications lor UNIVERSITY
AMBASSADORS
wa be available March 2 March 13
at Maori Alumni Center
end 405 Student Services
Don't miss this opportunity to promote
BGSU"1

LOST ring In practice room-Music Btdg Silver A
lurquoiae-green atone Reward 372-7899

RIDES
Am you driving to FLORIDA tor spring break?
Have an extra seat open? I need a rtde home
a, gat me does Cat Doug 354-8509

SPRING BREAK SURVIVAL KITS
T-shirt and loam can huggie with special
logo and Panama Jack Sunfan 04 tor only
S9 99 On Sale March 2-19 Mon thru Fn
10.30-2.30 FREE PANAMA JACK
POSTERS FOR
FIRST 50 PEOPLE

lit UN

SERVICES OFFERED

••••FMA FASHtON GALA •87""GMon.
March 9 8 PM
Lenhart Grind Baaroom FREEI

OUAOOPOtYII
Groups or Organuabona Miteieafcsd in parfaceting «! the tournament need to reoater by
Friday. March 8 OH 372-2088 for more Information

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, obtectrve MejojiiOH By appoMmant or weft-ai.
Cal NOW 354 HOPE

••••FMA FASHrON GALA 87--"GMon.
March 9 B PM
Lenhart Grand Baaroom FREEI

The Caribbean
and U.S. Foreign PoUc,
by Catherine Sunshine. Assoc D. .Ecumenical
Program for kiteramerican Communication and
Action. Fn. March8, 7 30 p m . AJumm Room
Union Spun, by CarHbaan Aeen. BSU. GSS.
APA. Pro-Law Sot.. TWGA. mt Rot Org

WOMEN'S CUMC
2700 Monroe St.. Toledo
Offering
gynecologicaj services A pregnancy termination
by Icenaed physician ndurjng prenatal,
obstetrics pregnancy testing. Pap hast (for cervical cancer) VD screening, birth control Info .
Tuba) UgsJton. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students )
By appotitment 1-241-2471

TnB«BWc<7yhcncryappscallomaveaati»7kI
room 223 Ufa Science

WorrJprocesslng--typlng done, free dksk
storage, cal Sue In Maumee 893-4188

"^iuilAATI>CK"^
CongratulBtlono on your Sig Ep hveaartng to
CMS Kocek IOSU). We're so happy for you1"
Love. CekMte, Taunle Debbie and Missy

AXO KIM OUESAOA - AXO
Ain't No Mountain high enough'
I might be graduating, but you'I never get rid of
me' The weekend w* he a blast Happy 22nd'
Lova. No bat of fre'

Chief. Mr Flu. Bone. Pickle.
Ship sets sal on Saturday night Hold on to
your hats though boys 'cause Stormy Weather
as ahead You Pi Kappa soon wa be m paradise
Shipwrecked with a DELTA 2ETA--WI brkvj the
He preservers
Anchors Away,
Bath Kathy. Tracy. Susan

AXO UV CINDY VOINOVICM AXO
Hey Columbus, hare we come
Formal a gonna be obnoxiously fun!
Brad and Chna. sportm' the of tux
Theae out ol town men are lust too much
Mr. Cleveland, Mr. OSU Beta, me end you
What an Incradtjfy busy crew'
Get Psyched!
Love. BrS STACEY

ChnsTharYu for el of your support I finely made ■"
•Gotta' love you lor It No more pane-yeah
Auda

BETAS
We've got our team
We've got our quean
Were getting ready to go tor 13!
Love -The Alpha Chi Pit Crew

DZ
Lova.
Mkheee

ton,
Lynn*

AXO JUWE-n-AMY AXO
Keep your uproars to a minimum'
Don't forget; no scratching on my window'
'MeowLove. Stacey taper, roomie)
FORMAL MERE WE COME

BOB.
Get psyched to be SHIPWRECKEO with rha

•••TODOHAIOVHAPPY 21ST BfRTHOAY"

Sandy « Chna
CARRIE HENSLEY
Congratulations on your Alpha Sigma Phi Lit
Sis Activation. You've made a great imie alsl

Love
Trad

Congrstuleltone AGO lor winning Al-SororHy
BaaketbatlM
DARLENE SHUTTY
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PROMOTION
WE KNEW YOU'D 00 fT
LOVE. LAUfBE. LOW. AND SUZY
Deb, Bridget, MKhaie. Just, Deb. Dorean.
Lynn and Barb
Thanks lor such a great Birthday
wan Mends *e you, • couldn't of been bad
n miss you next yea' Lova ye.
Kathy

Continued on p.8

Classifieds
Continued from p. 7
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INTRAMURAL RACQUETBALL (W so. snd
dbtai entnee due March 10th by 4.00 pm m
106 SRC.

0H.TA OAMU WOULD UKC TO THANK AU
TMOM WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE 1M7
ANCHOR SPLASH. IT WAS A HUM SUCCttSI

DM you taw..

Jerry <Z1T).
We had a MM at Caddyehack. to get ready to
go wad onoa again al Shlpwieckad. I hop*
you're exceed, bacauaa I aura amM
Chrla(DZ)

1 AM on Weekend*!?
Cal Now 352-9638

■ Phi Ml you know where tie HAP-

Dtnaar i LiaftnTT
An aaaaiat In Parian
Far nara Ma.:
411 South Hell
Wad. nights at 7:30
OOUQANDKEVW
THANKS FOR THE FLOWERS BUT YOU TWO
KNOW ID NEVER OUT YOU GUVS ARE
GREAT. I'M SORRY" ABOUT NOT CONTROL!.NO MV HANDS DOUG! LOVE. SUZY
Ouawa Fragar
Tha b/othara ot Stjma Nu
rnnoraajNH you on being brothar of tha wax*

oz

' DZ

Halo. Halo John Oavte,
Tnara'a a 8hfp-e>Shor* cal waiting tor you. a
remndar that you'l ba shipwrecked In paradise
wart your favorite Da* Zaa. Love Laurta
DZ • thlpai acted wm> A Dana Zees -C
EDOC
I hop* your 22nd B-day la tha Baal-.
cauaa you're tha BEST! HAPPY BIRTHDAY '
Leva. Mieay

Tha 02 Stepwnck la coming and 11 ba your
captain
So gat excited cauaa you'l aoon see
How much tun Saturday wl ba
Love and atutt. Ma
Jen.
•Murday najht la naartng. The weak haa
Been long, ea how about a relaxing dinner
(Friday's?) and a movie?
Lone ye.
L
JUOIE ADLER. AMY HADLEY. TRISM
PASSANTE. STACEY STEINMAN - THE ALPHA
CHI FORMAL WILL SURE BE A BLAST PARTYUG TOGETHER FINALLY AT LAST! AMY
PteX IS YOUR BEST COLOR BUT PASSION
PURPLE MIGHT SUIT YOU BETTER; JUDIE.
WHITE? IN YOUR NEW SUIT YOU'LL LOOK
OUT OF SIGHT TRBH I GUESS YOU CHOSE
NATURAL. YOU ALWAYS WERE A DOWN TO
EARTH GIRL STACEY MAYBE NOT BUBBLE
BATH. BUT DON'T FORGET YOUR SHOWER
CAP!
LOVE IN THE BOND,
MISS INNOCENT
PS. NO HEAT OF THE MOMENT FOR THIS
ALPHA CHI

Love ATTKE
Your Big.
Sharon
Gamma Phi Bata Qamma Phi Bata Gamma Pht
Good Luck to al tlte detegetes attending the
MFCAMAPCA Conteranca m St Louiai Have a

Grandma T-You kjel track of It twice at Uptown
our freehmen year, and now aa a eentor you're
trying to gat It back on Napoleon Even though
I've heard that it's Irnpoeiptve. your chances
coked pretty good untx Tueedey mght-aorry
you don t gat anymore chance*! Love, your

hXXLY (HOYEE):
THANKS FOR ALWAYS BEWG THERE WHEN I
NEED YOU! YOU'VE BEEN A GREAT FRIEND
TO MEIM WHO NEEDS THEM ANYWAY?
LOVE YA BABE
KAMUF (ROCKY!
PS. - WHO CARES IF THEY THINK WE'RE
STONERS1

LUXURIOUS CONDOMtNKIMt FOR RENT
THIS SPMNQ BREAK. AVAILABLE MOST
CITIES M FLORIDA, THE BAHAMAS. AND
MYRTLE BEACH. AS LITTLE AS S110 PER
PERSON. ALL PRIVATELY OWNED. CALL
BILL HOLUSTER IS4-1M4.
Hd American Conference
Salaaming A DMng Champtonahlps
Thura., Frl.. Sat, March S, 4, 7
PreHmt: Noon Finals: 7 p,m.
Rec Center Pool
Cheer the Falcons on to victory!
Moving Sate
Something For Everyone
Sat 9-8, 284 ManvSe

MURPH and ASSOC
hope tha) weekend is a btaet and that you see
what tha true meervng of PI KAPPA PHI
brotherhood la al about You're tha greateat'
thePIKAPPS
NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR SPRING BREAKIII
I LI BUY OLD AND NEW BASEBALL. FOOTBALL. BASKETBALL AND HOCKEY CARDS.
YOU MAKE OFFERI CALL 352-5591 AFTER S
PM

KAPPA SKI ERIC KAPPA SKI
GET EXCITED FOR SATURDAY NK3HT'
WHAT COULD BE BETTER THAN
AN ALPHA CHI AND A KAPPA SH3?
CANT WAIT!!!
LOVE.
KELLY

Pet Harden
Roses ore Red
Violets are Blue
I cant wal
To be SHIPWRECKED with you!
love,
Your DZ dale

KATHIE REIGLE
YOU'RE SO FINE. SURE WOULD BE FUN TO
PARTY WITH YOU THIS TeUE' PLEASE DON'T
GET CAUGHT IN THE HEAT OF THE MOMENT
OR FORGET YOUR SWEATS AND THE "C"
BELT
LOVE, YOUR FRIENDS IN ROOM 202

Peg-Are you ready for your first D2 date party?
Looks Ike wal have Smooth Sailing' and good
tunes with The Innocent Man' and 'Michael J
Fox'. Get paycbed? DZ love and mine—The
Smurf

LAP.RY CAMERON
HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
I LOVE YOU
LAURA

PHI MU"THETA CHI--PIKES
Tonight's the night, so you better not sigh
Cul there's a pretty wild party at 8th A High!
Ba there at nine, the party has fust begun.
The xi's are reedy tor lots of dancing I tun!!
Get excited lor a great 4-way!

Levorls Pstookls or is thai List PalukaHlsC.
wherever four name la. congratulallona on
Being elected V.P. of membership tor AMAt
You know. I think you're great'"
Love. Kertna
Liquidation Sale
Wa are relocating A everything must go T shirts
sweatahrla. shorts, leans, a much, much more
Begins Tuaa. March 3rd-Seaaons-N-Stytes.
Downtown 8owsng Green
USA ERNST
Congrauxetions on your new office You are going to ba the beat Wa President ol PUBLIC
RELATIONS AMA HAS EVER HAD
LOVE. YOUR MANAGER

Love,
Tha Alpha Xl'a
Pickle.
I hope you are ready to get shipwrecked with
this Dee Zee Prepare yourself for the storm
Remember what I said and don't forget the
Hesavers

Love.
Suz
RHONDA RICHMOND
Congratulations on a GREAT rob as FRIEDA
FALCON'
Love.
The Slaters ol Tau Beta Sigma

YOUR

ba *> ♦ Price

rvflmf

•a ba another greai time to add lo the rail
Se be reedy to party and get really eked,
i night will definitely be

laws.

Because o"*r«e
TWfA'flS

/» uric I.

Spoedo SwtmeuHa
MaSl Sweets
Jama' by SHARK
REC CENTER PRO SHOP
STACEY STEINMAN.
HAVE FUN AT FORMAL THIS WEEKEND, BUT
BE CAREFUL! DONT OJRRUPT THE MSNOfl
OR DROWN IN THE SHOWER! MEOW.
MEOW!
LOVE. YOUR ROOMIES

DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4 o m

, The BG fVews is not responsible lot postal servica delays)

HATES: per ad are 85- per line. S1 95 minimum
SO* extra per ad for bold type
Approxrmately 35-45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required for all non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: 7Jk» BG Mews wHI not be responsible tor error due to illegiblity or incomplete information Please come to 214
Weal Hal immediately if there is an error in your ad The BG News w* not be responsible for typocyaphical
errors m classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions
77k» SG Mews reserves the right to release the names of mdnriduala who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether lo release true information shall be made by the management of The BO News The
purpose of thta pokey is fo discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
emberrasamg to individuals or organiMtiona

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone 0

Name
Address
Social Security K or Account #

Refrigerator 30" x 20" Perfect for dorm or apt
$80
Cal 3533118
Prices negotiable

Two Bberel female! dears house for 87-88
school year (co-ed O.K) Wl share room H
necessary Cat 362-1428
WANTED - I '.male roommate to sublease"
houae. Avalabla Immedlalefy and for aummer.
Great location, many extra Cal 353 0010 after
8:30 p.m. Aak for Lisa
WANTED: 2 limalai to aubkaaae for aummeT
Own rooms, great, new furnished apartments
Cal 383-1408.
Wanted female to sublease apt 12-mo lease
bagm May 10 Only St 16 per mo. - alec
Laura 2-3411

HELP WANTED
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp In Pocono Mta„ PA Contact. Ceyuga.
P.O Box 234BG. Kenaworth. NJ 07033
(2011-278-0108

Support Kappa Delta's Jell N Ball on Saturday.
March 14. by having a friend arreatedll Proceeds benefit Prevention of Chad Abuse Find
out more information from the Kappa Delta
booth that wil be set up on the first floor ol
University Hal

CAMP COUNSELORS
Camp SSBnibroek In Warren Co.. Ohio and
Camp Ross Trails In Butler Co., Ohio, need
qualified counselors lifeguards, cooks A
nurses. June 12-Aug. 0. Contact Camp Adm.,
4110 Cornell Rd. ClnL, O. 4S242

Tha Beta Mu chapter ol Delta Gamma would Ike
to welcome back Bowing Green and Dee Gee
Alumna Eva Mane Saint

COULD YOU BE A BOSTON
NANNY?
Are you a loving, nurturing person who enjoys
spending time with children? Live In lovely,
suburban neighborhoods, enjoy excellent
salaries, benefits, your own living quarters and
■mrted working hours Your round-trip transportation is provided One year commitment
necessary Cal or writs Mrs Fiech. ChHdcare
Placement Service. Inc
(CCPS), 149
Buckmmatet Rd . Brooklne. MA 02148 (617)
588-6204

The brothers of Sigma Nu would eve to congratulate the PI Beta Phi Anchor Splash Team
on a great |ob Sunday We couldn't have done it
without you1
THE DEE GEES EXTEND A WARM WELCOME
TO OUR FIELD CONSULTANT LYNNE WEBB
WE'RE EXCITED TO HAVE YA HEREi
THE SISTERS OF DELTA QAMMA WOULD
LIKE TO CONGRATULATE MOLLY JENKINS
FOR BEING CHOSEN SIGMA CHI
SWEETHEART!
Tha time haa come for Dubes and Crazy
to kick up their heels and not be lary
Wei get dressed up and look mat rtghtFto
dance end boogie hi dawn's early light
but don't you tret and don't you frown
cur this Crazy won't lot you down'
TO THE MEN OF SJOMA PHI EPSILON:
LET'S OET READY TO TWIST AND SHOUT.
WE'LL SHOW YOU WHAT A 'TEA' IS ALL
ABOUT OUR PI PHI ARROWS WILL SPEAR
YOUR SKI EP HEARTS
WE CAN'T WATT FOR THE PARTY TO SI ARTI
LOVE, THE PI PHIS
To 'RED' and me PERFECT OEnraEeWon CLUB HOCKEY
Kick some sortoua A--

el O.U.I

IRISH PASSANTE.
SO GLAD YOU RAN INTO TED AT HUDSON'S
BUT TOO BAD YOU CHICKENED OUT!
ALTHOUGH TED WONT BE ATTENDING FORMAL. PLEASE LEAVE THE PHONE ON THE
HOOK THIS TIMEl
LOVE. BIG JUDIE AND AMY
Typing and Word Processing Servtcee and
Resumes Thesis and dissertations A to Z Data
•across from Unrnan's 352-5042

Spring Break Survival Kit

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

Roomie needed lor 1087-88 Low rent CfcSS
to carnpue. Laundry fecattes on premieee. Cal
ja 383-0780 ■ ASAPI

Sundance
Drink of the Month
Long Islands $1 60

Watch For

The BG News

For Sate
AKAI slereo ercetver Model AAA26
Watts Hardly used SICK)

A COMMUNITY FRIEND
VOLUNTEER
A Corntnuntry Friend provides emotional support. Irtendship. A independent living skae trailing for an adult who haa experienced emotional
or menial dRScuNoe II you wish to share your
akBs • talents tor 1 hr par week cal Cindy
■ at 362-8468 belora March 8

WANTED: A FACULTY ADVISOR FOR THE
SOCIETY OF CREATIVE ANACHRONISM A
STUDENT GROUP THAT LEARNS ABOUT THE
MIDDLE AGES BY RELIVING THEM FOR
MORE INFO . WRITE P.O. BOX 78 UNIVERSITY HALL. B G S.U 43403

M

COME PARTY WITH USI Female roomie need
ad for 87-S8 lo rre In 4th Street apartment. Cal
uenow! 363-3716.

Sigma ChTeGel ready lo ba bowled over by Alpha Gams!
Love, ADD

Today 18 the leat day to pick up and complete an
apptcaflon for the Student Recreation Center
Council, the governing body of the SRC ApDlcahona are available in the SRC office and are
due by 5 00 today

St

UXJULO HAVE to
8£ LUHY.

SooflCalhoun
Tha ajlieaiitj I'M been waiting lor haa finally
come,
because the Alpha CM formal wHI be ao
muchtunl!
This past month has been the beet, and

LUV MEEGAN AND GWEN

American Heart
Association

OBNOX-OUSfll

Sac, Tom, Ducky, Jr, A Coxy,
Thanks lor Hvorving me with two ol the greet I M
learns Returning Naked A Firth-Year Varsity.
You guys have made thla year the beat!
FrtonOerxp. Tuley

OUT OF SKWTII

Mr. Ed. Jaaon (My Honey). The guy with
perfect hair, Jenny s boy, and tha real of Team
USA:
Good Luck, and I hope you guys are victorious

Kappa Delta Kappa Delta
Spilt Slater ol the Weak
KATHYSNYDER
KD Spirit1 KD Sprit'

Love.
Tha Alpha Me
from $1 (U repair) Dean
quant tax property
Repossessions Cal
805-687*000 Ext GH-g84g tor currant rapo

Rues al Sweats
Spsedo Swrneurts
Jama'by SHARK
REC CENTER PRO SHOP

OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR TWO-BALL INDOOR SOCCEM
All interested must attend an officials clink
March 0th In the SRC converence room from
5-7 pm. Play win be held March 13th, 14th,
18th. For more Info, contact the Intramural
omce-104 SRC.

Final Ckaranoa on Wlntar Maratam
JaanaNThlngi
S31 RUga
Oamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Bata Gamma Pr.
Beta Gena
Ml ao exceed you're my aaalatant' With Big and
LHa working together wal make thla office
tha beat a can be You're tha baat ma m tha
work)' Hang In mare and keep amang. It you
need ma lm hare.

UVE AT POLLYEYES
Tha Uncana Fair
Anything Ooaa Tonight!
Coma on In and amg along

Jams' by SHARK
Rusael Sweats
Speedo Swmsuits
REC CENTER PRO SHOP

WANTED
1 or 2 persona to lubKie on beovoom apt lor
■termer and-rx 1987-88 school yesr Localtd
at 517 fc Reed (close to campus-ak cond ) cal
352-0333
A Disc* soft top (o< a 1986 Jeep CJ7 Must be
In Good condition Please contact Jenne
through OCMB 2733.
ATTENTION
Anyone interested in playing soccer on my tniTamtjrai team plssss leave name, address
phone no in my on campus moit box Please in
elude poaMon des-ed Practices wl be htM
Scott OCMB 5119

CAMP NUHOP FOR
LEARNING DISABLED
CHILDREN
C

an I (luean ii trary
■ rjpri^avi

(For billing purposes only)

41XD.
aanMtanaaSn
CfTS-MOO *
isaslHlrataaawaai
MTU kwmsUMtttlpanl
JasSMalSoaiaaanl

Classification In which you wish your ad to appear

Conn and SH U«
Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sals
For Rent

•Campus/City E«ent ads are published tree of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only
Oetes of Insertion.

Mail lo: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
The BG News
214 West Hal BQSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Total number of days fo appear.

IBM PC Jr.. one year ok). Al manuala ntact
Price negotiable Cal 352-1881 or 372-8143
MILITARY BOOKS
FIELD MANUALS, IMPROVISED WEAPONS S EXPLOSIVES. FIRING
TECHNIQUES. OTHERS $2 $15 CALL
3528848
MINOLTA XD-11 CAMERA WITH SUNPAK
AUTOFLASH. COKIN FILTER SYSTEM.
TPJPOD RARELY USED ASKING $325 CALL
352-8849
Moving Sale - '78 Camaro, used couchae.
kUYboys. tables, antiques, water & apace
heater, fridge and much more • beside JAKE'S
Mam Tontogany 823-7015 or 823-1843
TWO TICKETS TO FT LAUDERDALE Round
Dip from Detroit These tickets sen lor $ 199
wB part lor $159 a piece Cal 364 0822

Exciting Summer Job Opportunities
Toledo River CnJee Lines la looking for young
adults with outgoing, excatng personalities
Jobs available In ticket reservations, waiter a
waitreaaea, lood prep., general ulll
(maintenance, detvery. ate I Grurnps need not
apply Write only-aend resume Den O'Connor.
Toledo River Cruise Lines. 816 Front St.
Toledo. Ohio 43805
Make hundreds weakly maang circulars' No
Quotas! Llmaa! Ruah sal addressed atamped
envelope: AM-MAR 258 Robertaon. Oept P7.
Bevorty H«s. CA 90211.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe.
S Amor , Australa. Aala Al liekM $900-2000
mo Sightseeing Free into Write UC PO Bx
52-OH3 Corona Del Mar. CA 92826
Resort Hotels Cnaseanas, Amines. Amusement Perks. NOW accepting appecationa For
more ntorfflaaon and an sppecatlon write National CoHegnte Recreation Service P O. Box
8074 Heton Head SC 29938
Somewhere and aomethng different for Summar Employment? Work on the downtown
shoreene of Keeeys Island at the CASINO1 Live
entertainment 7 days a week. Needed are
bartenders, waiters, waitresses and cooks Apply to P.O. 28. Kaleys Island. OH 43438 c-o
TomUlrtch 419-746 2323 Good pay
Summer Job Opportunities
We are ptanrwig our aummer NOW! Maybe you
should be loo' Students interested In garung
sales experience and earning above average income this summer can get more Information by
submitting a resume to Permecrafts. Box 236.
Sytvanla. OH 43580

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments
For 3-4 students
Office hours 10 a.m -3 p m.
Located 318 E Merry. No 3
For more mlo. or appointment

Phone 352-7385 anytime
Also summer rentals

Georgetown Manor
800 Third St
Two-bedroom futy furnished apts .
now renting tor 1987-88 and Summer
1987 Free heat, water, and sewer
Reasonable terms A tew openings
at 824 Sixth SI aBo Cal
352-4988 (between 4pm and 10 p m ]

SOS 2nd Street
1 br. unfurn apt., free water A sewer
ctoss-lo-camous
Call Newlova Rentals 35:1620

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of meny apta.
A duplexes tor summer A
fall rentals. CALL NOW
lor choice apta. 354-2260
Office located al 319 E Wooster

WHY HAVE A FAR WALK
TO CAMPUS?
228 S. College
I bedroom apertmonta
FREE heal, water, A sewer
call Newtove Rentala
352-4820

1 A 2 bedroom furnished apts. for summer S
1987-86 school year S A V Rentala.
352-7464
I bedroom house and 1 bedroom apt lor sum
mer 1987 and 1987-88 school year
1-267-3341.
2 bdrm traasr In Ihe country 3 mi
BG Ideal for graduate or married
special rental agreement wil be made
wtang to give helping hand to
688-4205

FOR SALE
'73 CAPRI FOR SALE NEW BATTERY AND
FAN MOTOR RUNS GREAT MUST SELL $300
OR BEST OFFERC CALL EVENINGS
352-6839
'77 Plymouth Arrow
$300
352-9511

south ol
student
to tenant
landlord

2 bedrooni. turn. A unfum. apts. for summer
end tan. Heat a air conditioning Included
Cell Dennle Marten at 3S2-3445. One apartment available now.
a
4 bdrm house ha" block from Otfenhouer avail
lal 1987 1 yr lease $620 mo 1-874-7874
after 6

1977 FORD GRANADA GHIA Good snapeMual eel $600 Cal Tom 372-4838 or
354-0330
1977 Kawasaki KZ-750
Runs Great! New Tmes Good Battery
$450 Beat Otter Cal 352-5832 after 5 00
2 Pr Mens Ski Boots. Sue 9 1-2
353-8912.

FOR RENT

Cal

25 Inch color TV ■ $100. dorm size rotrig $55. 2 Genesis speakers - $300 372-1950
28 GAL FISH TANK WITH FILTER SYSTEM A
PUMP. HOOD A LIGHT. HEATER, PLANTS,
STANO. AND FISH. WILL CLEAN A
TRANSPORT $65 CALL 352-8849
5 mths old, maintenance free, 50 aeries car
battery for sale, asking $30 or best offer, cal
Began 354-8604
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4's Seized In
drug raids lor under $100? Cal tor facts loday
602-837-3401 Ext 299
Fiaher Cassette Dack-Dotjy. black-faced, 1 rr.
oxl $60 352-2938: These Ada coat too muchsomebody please buy tha)!
FOR SALE
100W Bass Amplifier
1 pair K2 X-country skat
negotiable prices
362-4132 Kurt
FOR SALE
1 Round ticket to
FLORIDA
Cleveland to Miami
CHEAP
lor dotala cat Jeff 363-0312

APARTMENT FOR SUBLEASING
$226 INCLUDES EVERYTHING
OVER SUMMER. 363-0951
MORNINGS OR WEEKENDS
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING tor
school year 87-88 Furnished or unfurnished 2
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month leases
avaaable Rant la $530 s month for 9 month or
$475 month tor 12 month Summer rent is
$500 par apartment Cal Tkn at 352-7182 or
364-1035
Clean 1 bedroom turrxehed apt. to sublease
Rent pexl until March t
Avaaable immediately

Cal 352-4953
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Next to Aepen Wine Rsn.ur.nl
2 bdrm -turn. & unfum
Cal Tom 352-4673 days
352 1800 eves
Furnished Ftfxaoncy
Complete with coax T V . Cable and HBO. Al
utebes paid
Idea! for upperclaaamen or
graduates Semester leases. BG's lineal
apartment value $320 per month. Phone
384-3182 or 352-1520
House for sublease tor summer $86 per month
auta per person max 5 Cal 353 3918
House to autxeaae for summer
5 bedrooms, lor group of 6 or lass
Very reaeonable rales Cal 372-3553 or
372-6558 lor more Into
Houeee A Apta dose to campus for Sumrner
1987 and 1987-88 school year 1-287-3341

■eileoxfBeeMi

_
_
_
_

IBM Comp computer with monitor. DOS. CP-M.
cable A manuala. $800 Can 362-3098 1 -8
PM

BECOME

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type,

Campus» City Events*
Lost t Found
Rides
Services Offered
Personal!

36

onCeapDrf!

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

Brighten Your
Winter With

Quiet, Spacious, 1 bedroom apartment on Clay
Sheet lor Summer Sublease FREE UTILITIES
Rent negotiable must sublease
Call
3636015 Evenings
Smal houae close to campus
Cal 352-2330 or 352-6764 after 8:00 pm
Steve Smith Apartment Rentala-Houaea and
Duplexes lor 1887 88 school year 352-8817
Two bedroom, furnished apartments for the
8788 school year 352 2883
TWO-STORY APARTMENT FOR SUMMER
SUBLEASE CLOSE TO CAMPUS, FOR FOUR
PEOPLE CALL 3530075 OR 352-5004

CUT & COLOR
l||S0

Large Pan Pizza
with 2 or more items

WITH AD THRU 3/14
Mon. & Tues. 9a.m.-6p.m.
W. Th. 4 F 9a.m.-8p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-4p.m

Pollyeyes
352-9638
evja.,,1 expires 3/20/87 _._

OVML^
Friday, Morch 6, 1987

Behind the scenes:
•k Setting the
stage p.2
* Getting into
character p.4
•k More on "Kennedy's
Children" p.6

Before the houselights dim and the curtains open
Putting on an act:
Figaro, Lance Ashmore,
woos his fiance Susanna, Patricia Klapthor, in Mozart's
comic musical opera, "The
Marraige of Figaro."
Bartender Jim Azelvandre
serves drinks as the cast from
"Kennedy's Children," (left to
right) Rona, Mary Cross; Mark,
David Minnick; Carlo, Liz
Hamernik; Sparger, Nick Fortine; and Wanda, Amy Warren
contemplate how the era shaped
their lives.
—
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Campus Comments
Fnday interviews by DeneHe Jones

Fridov photos bu Michelle ThorneuieH

What is your opinion on campus entertainment?

Chris Hoffman, senior business
management major from Berlin
Heights, ' Sports ore great and the
planetarium was educational and
interesting."

Judi Miller, junior marketing major from Graftin, "/ like the movies.
I wish theu mould go bach to every
weekend. Whenever the movies
ploy. I'm never here."

Dove Paradise, Junior marketing
major from Brecksville, "The movies ore pretty good. They play the
today movies and not the yesterday."

Sandy Beerman, sophomore library education media major from
Bowling Green, "The theater is
prettu good. I sow "fiddler on the
Roof" and "Hello Doty.' "

Many stages in making stages
by Dave Buehler
ly reporter
Actors and actresses may astonish
audiences with their stunning stagecraft, but they are not the only people
to make magic on a stage. Much
work goes Into a set before performers
go into the limelight.
Keith Hotacker, technical director
of the College ot Musical Arts, received lour water color renderings as
a guide to what the four sets of "Marriage ot Figaro" should resemble. A
scenic designer from New York created the depictions, envisioning what
the stage should become for the
production. From there It was up to
Hofacker to convert the stage of Kobacker Hall "as close as I can possibly get" to a large scale version of the
pictures.
"The technical director's job is
usually a desk job, except for here,"
Hofacker said, adding that because
the stage crew consists of only 10
people, he has to cover roles such as
lighting designer and master electrician.
In the hierarchy of the backstage
world, the designer has the last say In
the shop, Hofacker said. The director,
however, has the last word over the
designer, he added.
Hofacker said that as technical

Friday
Magazine

director he must learn how to build
something for the set and then teach
the person who will actually construct
It. The scenic designer paints finedetailed artwork on the set once it has
been constructed, Hofacker said.
The theater department's "Kennedy's Children," however, had a less
by-the-book setting. Director Jodl
Malle said she tried to stage the play
In one ol the local bars. Several bar
owners were interested in accommodating the play, but were unable to
without losing valuable business

not watching a play," she said. Malle
said she wanted the audience to feel
like part of the play, thus the unusual
seating arrangement. She added
most plays call for a more general set.
but she tried to create a "very specific
locale" with a dark, smokey and
isolated atmosphere.
The theater department produces
"elsewhere" plays at locations other
than the Joe E. Brown Theater and the
Eva Marie Saint Theater, Malle said.
The elsewhere productions consist
ol smaller casts and less elaborate

The audience will not sit in ordinary theater
seats, but on bar stools and at tables with beer
nuts, while jukebox tunes fill the air.
hours.
In "Kennedy's Children," characters reminisce about the '60s In a bar
In 1974. Room 405 University Hall
serves as that bar. The audience will
not sit In ordinary theater seats, but on
bar stools and at tables with beer
nuts, while Jukebox tunes fill the air,
Malle said. The audience will be on
platforms surrounding the actors, thus
looking down at the characters rather
than looking up toward a stage,
Maile added
"I want the feeling that the person Is

editor

Caroline Longer

sets than main stage performances
because ot less funding, but are more
experimental plays which offer another outlet for actors and directors to
gain experience, she said. Malle
added that tight budgeting meant
that most of the costumes had to be
pulled from existing garb In the stockroom.
Some of that costuming emphasizes
personality, while some of it is reminiscent of the time In which the play Is
set, according to Rich Helldobler,
costume coordinator.

Helldobler said costuming brings
out such elements of the character as
economic status, personality and the
character's function in the play. For
instance, flamboyant clothing signifies comic characters.
Costuming also affects the person
watching the play by tying "the character In with the text of the script and
the overall concept ol the director,
making it visual rather than spoken,"
he said.
Since the actors do not change
costumes In this play, Helldobler said
he had to make the apparel Interesting enough with things like patches
and beads to hold the audience's
attention for two hours. He said he
researched styles of that era, then
started piecing clothes together as he
Imagined the characters. These
"roughs" were then submitted to the
director (or approval before each
character's garb was completed.
According to Shakespeare, "All the
world's a stage." Nevertheless, the
world did not come with the sets
already made for "Marriage ol Figaro" or "Kennedy's Children." And
belore that "poor player that struts
and frets his hour upon the stage"
struts forth, many hours of effort will
already have been put forth by
backstage technicians.
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Many routes to world of drama
by Deanna Griffith
Friday stall reporter
The University otters a variety ot
opportunities tor theater majors to get
Involved In the world of the stage —
both practical and technical.
University theater productions are put
together, for the most part, by theater
majors.
According to F. Scott Regan, theater adviser, "Every theater major Is
required to participate In some production. Many are very active either
behind stage or on stage."
Students majoring In theater have a
choice ot two avenues down which
they can pursue their theater Interests - bachelor of arts In communications (BAC) or a B.A. In theater.
The BAC allows stuaents to select
courses from many different departments at the University and to Integrate these choices Into a
personalized study of communication.
Along with the BAC major, students

taking this route plan a proposed
field of specialization. This specialization may come from any of the following concentrations:
Actlng/Dlrectlng/Productlon Management; Theater Design and Technology; Arts Management and
Administration; Dramaturgy; Developmental Drama; Theater/T.V. and
Film; or Third World Theater.
These specializations allow theater
majors to test which area they are
most Interested In and to choose the
right area without Inhibiting their academic advancement.
To date, the BAC degree program Is
available only at the University, where
It was authorized by the Ohio Board ot
Regents In 1975.
The second avenue available lor
aspiring theater majors Is the B.A. In
Theater. This path Is a 39-hour structured program that Involves directing,
theater history and acting, among
others. This choice doesn't allow as
many personal choices as to major
content area.
Regan commented that theater

majors "are required to do a little bit
of everything to graduate," and the
two options allow the students to
make some of the choices on their
own.
There are several reasons prospective theater motors choose the University. According to Regan, It's due in
part because "B.G. has a long history
ot doing good theater. We have
strengths In some areas like children's
and ethnic theater."
Regan said. "We do more in these
areas than other universities; students
who have these Interests come here."
Mary Cross, sophomore theater major, said, "I came here because It's
close by and I heard good things
about the program." She added,
"The theater major basically covers
everything you really need. It even
has a lot ot technical classes - a
wide variety."
Kerry Riffle, senior theater major,
and president ot Theta Alpha Phi,
theater honorary, said he chose the
University lor Its location and "the
large production program. You get a

large amount of experience because
they do so many productions."
Both Cross and Riffle agree that the
University theater Is much better lor
someone who wants to teach than
someone' who wants to perform Riffle
explained, "It's because they don't
have the Intensive voice training and
acting like line arts schools."
Riffle added that the program
should "require a performance per
semester for every theater major. This
could be a combination ol on-stage
or backstage contributions."
Regan commented that a University theater major can "translate his
skills Into other areas such as law or
sales. Some ally themselves to theater
this way, others go straight Into professional theater, others go Into advanced training, and still others go
into teaching."
Riffle said he plans to "take a year
oil and then pursue an advanced
degree in directing so I can direct a
regional or resident theater." He
added. "I will teach III have to, but It's
not my first choice."
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Actors turn script into 'reality'
Breathe life into roles

by Betsy Smith
Friday stall reporter
In the world ol the theater, becoming another person Is what It's all
about. It's a feat Involving more than
reading a script, putting on makeup
and dressing up In a costume.
As a result, the audience should
believe they see the actual character, not someone |ust playing the role.
Thespians spend long hours learning about their roles and how they
should be played. It Is Important tor
the performers to become Involved
with their character when on
stage Each actor or actress may have
their own unique system on how they
"get Into character."
The actors and actresses of the
University-sponsored productions,
"Kennedy's Children," ond "The Marriage ol Figaro" have spent many
hours preparing themselves to become the characters they portray.
Nick Fortlne, a junior Interpersonal
and public communications major. Is
playing the part of Sparger In "Kennedy's Children." For Fortlne, getting In
character begins one hour before
performance time. "I like to listen to

music that I really enjoy, It Is very
relaxing while I put on my makeup,"
said Fortlne.
After he Is made up and In costume, Fortlne likes to have a cigarette
and hang out around backstage.
"About a halt an hour before the
show I like to be alone," said Fortlne.
"I think about my character and
things that happened during rehearsal. I start psyching myself up."
Fortlne said that II he Is nervous
before going on stage he tries to turn
his nervous energy Into positive energy.
When on stage Fortlne believes he
actually becomes Sparger. He said a
good actor can act and think like the
character he Is portraying.
During the performance, distractions like a laugh from the audience
occur. "Distractions happen but you
can work with them and play off them.
They give you drive," said Fortlne. The
key to dealing with distractions, he
said, Is concentration — a big part of
acting.
Lance Ashmore, a graduate student In voice, Is playing the part ol

sess. "When you get on stage you feel
that you (have) already found that
character," said Ashmore.
Beth Lefever, graduate student In
voice, Is playing the part of the Countess In the 'The Marriage of Figaro."
Lefever believes the key to being
confident on stage Is to be relaxed.
Lelever k sntifles with many aspects
ol the Countess' character, so she
does not have a hard time playing
the part.
"I don't stop being myself or completely separate the two. However,
when on stage, I am more the Countess than I am Beth," said Lefever.
While learning about her character, Lefever thought the Countess was
a very depressed and tragic person.
She and the director went over the
role anfl gave the Countess a new
dimension.
"We created a character that Is
fun. The Countess Is a very warm
person who has a great outlook on
lite." said Lefever
It is sometimes possible to create a
character that (Its the performer's
niche. By spending time researching
and getting to know the role, an actor
or actress can develop a very true to
life character and bring that character to life on stage.

Figaro In the opera "The Marriage of
Figaro." Ashmore starts his preparation soon after receiving a role. Ashmore researches the character and
tries to learn about the person he will
be playing. He also talks with the
director to try to determine how the
character should think and act.
According to Ashmore, the opera
has an added dimension to a stage
performance.
"You must be the person but you
must be able to sing too," said Ashmore. "How much activity you can do
while you sing is the trick."
Ashmore said music and lyrics
sometimes do not coincide, making it
harder to sing and act at the same
time.
According to Ashmore, "The Marriage of Figaro" Is an exceptional
opera In which he believes Mozart
combined the music with the story
very effectively. "It Is an easier opera
to sing because of Its high quality,"
said Ashmore.
On performance night, Ashmore
gets Into his "character" by Interacting with the other actors and actres-

LIVE AND IN CONCERT
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by Kay Fisher
Friday reporter

Starring on
stage takes
everything
singer's got,
and more

When you want to "make It" as a performer, you've got
to be good, but you've also got to be lucky.
Eric Perkins, senior music performance major, has
already proven that he's good.
Perkins has appeared In several University shows and
has landed an apprenticeship with an opera company In
Oes Molnes, Iowa, after graduation.
But Perkins does not only want to be good, he wants to
be a professional opera singer, and sometimes that takes
more than skill.
"It can be very rough," Perkins said. "You've got to be In
the right place at the right time. But by the time I'm 24 or
25,1 think I should be picked up by someone."
Perkins first began singing In the eighth grade and has
enjoyed It ever since. He said that when he got to college,
he realized music was what he wanted to do with his life.
"At first my parents were not sure about It," Perkins said.
"But now they're very supportive."
Perkins said that he Is very optimistic about making a
career out of music and that, so far, things are looking up.

Do you really
need new glasses
in one hoi

"I auditioned with the Central City Opera In Denver,
Colo.." Perkins said. "They told me If It weren't for my
(young) age, that they would have hired me."
Perkins also said that his voice range Is In demand.
"I am a tenor and tenors are In demand right now.
Hopefully, I'm In good shape," he said.
Perkins practices four to live hours dally In preparation
for his future dream.
"Some of my friends say I never have to study," Perkins
said. "But I ami"
Perkins said the main contributor toward his growth In
the area of performance Is performing Itself, and the help
he has received from his voice Instructor, Roy Lazarus.
"Lazarus Is an accomplished opera singer himself,"
Perkins said. "He's been Involved with some ol the biggies
like the New York Opera."
Perkins said that Lazarus' advice Includes learning what
you can and using contacts wisely.
Perkins said he Is prepared for an exciting future and
does not feel very Intimidated by the fact that It's sometimes tough to "make It."
"It will be a hectic life - lots of travel and hotel stays."
Perkins said. "But It will be exciting."

3ie &iesL:- Jitwatioe
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Play relates tales of Kennedy era
by Christopher Smith
Assistant Friday editor
A 1985 Gallup Poll round respondents rating John F. Kennedy as the
all-time best president. Legend enshrouds his Image and personality, but
the same doesn't hold tor the Vietnam
veteran or the militant hippie sharing
his era. Their story Is different.
Revealing their story, as well as that
of three other character-types, Is the
play "Kennedy's Children," which
finishes its run tonight and tomorrow
at 405 University Hall at 8 p.m. Put on
by the Bowling Green State University
theater, the play presents powerful
portraits through riveting monologues
delivered within the setting of a 1974
Eastslde New York bar.
"It's a neat script ... because
you're looking at live very different
people who are various symbols of
the 60's,... and you're looking at their
experiences, their maturation process, and with that comes... a sadness
that comes about by not holding tight
to your dreams," said director Jodl
Maile. Ph.D. candidate In theater.
The colorful characters of the play
have little In common, though they're
linked together by the time In which
they all lived.
Carla (Liz Hamernik) craves experiencing the stardom and Impact embodied by Marilyn Monroe. Starving
for a cause to champion is Rona
(Mary Cross), the hippie. Kennedycrazed Wanda (Amy E. Warren) lives
in the world which he exited. Mark
(David Mlnnick) grapples with his Vietnam memories, and Sparger (Nick

Fortlne), a homosexual off-Broadway
actor, spurns conventional theater for
the avant-garde. Added for good
measure (and to serve drinks) Is a
silent bartender, played by Jim Azelvandre.
"The sad thing Is that none of these
characters can communicate with
each other, so It's a montage of
monologues - each one telling very
personal stories directly to the audience. ... I think it becomes neat to
watch because the audience becomes personally Involved with each
of these characters (who) ore directing their focus and monologues at the
audience," said Maile.
Maile said that Wanda Is probably
the central character In that she ties
the play together.
Warren pooh-poohs the notion. "It
really bothers me when people say I
have the lead. There's no such thing
as a lead — this is an ensemble cast
and we all work together, but nobody
else talks about Kennedy much," Warren said.
Warren noted that Wanda, an older
woman, expresses herself much differently than do the other characters.
"She doesn't talk about herself a lot.
She reflects on the Kennedys and their
lives rather than her life. The other
characters are all discussing what
happens with them In the 60s ...
whereas I am just remembering all of
this stuff about him (Kennedy)," she
said.
Hamernlk's character Carla Is preoccupied with Marilyn Monroe.
"Carla does not really want to be the
next Marilyn Monroe, but she (Carla)
wonted to give (as much) meaning to
her own time," Hamernik said.

Describing her role, Hamernik said
she did a great deal of research Into
Monroe's life but not for the purpose
of approximating her look or sound. "I
don't want this in any way to be an
imitation of Marilyn Monroe. Some of
my friends have seen productions
where she's almost an exact replica
and that's not our choice," Hamernik
said.
"She plays dumb a lot but she Is an
extremely smart person ... Some ot
the lines I would say very cute and
Innocent and wide-eyed and then
some of the parts I would play sharplike, almost, because she knew what
she was doing. She knew how to
manipulate them (others)," said Hamernik.
Cross, playing the hippie Rona.
said the play has been a challenge.
"This play Is much more difficult than
we all thought at first because It is a
series of monologues and It really
takes a while to really get It going, get
your character sounding good, and
then you have to stop and wait lor all
of these other monologues before you
can start up again," she said.
"I can relate to (Rona), because I've
done a lot of stuff — I mean I've been
Involved In some peace rallies, plus
one of my favorite groups Is the
Beatles so I can relate to the music,
too. Vou wanna make It really believable. You don't want the people In
the audience saying, 'This kid is 19,
she doesn't know halt ol what went
on,'" Cross said.
Mlnnick went to Vietnam war movies and read books on the war In
preparation for his role as Mark. "He
talks about killing Viet Cong and you
can't go out and shoot people and

say, 'Oh, that's what It's like,' so you
have to use (movies for) a lot of past
experience," Mlnnick said.
"Most people describe him as a
paranoid Vietnam vet and I think
that's too easy a generalization for
the character. I think there's a lot
more to him than Just a simple paranoia, so what I had to do was go back
and decide for myself where he
came from (and) what his family's
like," he said.
Playing the part of Sparger did not
pose a problem for Fortlne. "(It's)
really no different than playing any
(other) role. To play him as a bitch or
(as) effeminate would really be an
Insult to the character and to the
show. I think he has a lot of class. He's
Intelligent. He learned to deal with
things," Fortlne said.
"Sparger is always on stage He's
always letting everyone see everything else except what's Inside him...
His way ol dealing with everything is
putting on an act and making light ol
things," Fortlne said.
Despite an absence of speaking
lines, Azelvandre said his role as the
bartender Is challenging.
"The hardest thing to do Is to stay on
stage and have a small part and
maintain a character. Small parts like
that are really hard because you
have to be up to acting like this
person. For a large part I'm Just doing
a crossword puzzle so I'm Just thinking
(about) that," he said.
Though mute while on stage, Azelvandre's voice Is heard nevertheless.
He does the announcer's voice at the
beginning of the play. It's recorded,
but the rest of the play Is live.
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Billboard's
pick for top
ten tunes

HOI SINGLES
1 "Jacob's Ladder" Huey Lewis and the
News (Chrysalis)
2."Somewhere Out There" Linda Ronstadt and James Ingram (MCA)
3.'Lei's Walt Awhile," Janet Jackson
(A»M)
4."Llwln' on a Prayer" Bon Jovl (Mercury)
5. "Lean on Me" Club Nouveau (Warner
Bros.)
6 "Mandolin Rain" Bruce Hornsby and
the Range (RCA)

7 'Respect Yourself Bruce Willis (Motown)
8 "Big Time" Peter Gabriel (Getten)
9."You Got It All" Jets (MCA)
10"Nothlng's Gonna Stop Us Now"
Starshlp (Grunt)
TOP LP'S
1 "Licensed to III" Beastle Boys (Del Jam)
2 "Slippery When Wet" Bon Jovl (Mercury)
3"The Way It Is" Bruce Hornsby and the
Range (RCA)
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[
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30 minute
guarantee
II your pizza does not
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the driver tor $3.00 orl
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4 "Invisible Touch" Genesis (Atlantic)
5."Control" Janet Jackson (A»M)
6."Georgia Satellites" Georgia Satellites
(Elektra)
7."Graceland" Paul Simon (Warner
BrosJ
8 "Night Songs" Cinderella (Mercury)
9"The Final Countdown" Europe (Epic)
10"Forel" Huey Lewis and the News
(Chrysalis)
Copyright 1987. Billboard Publications,
Inc. Reprinted with permission.
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* * Critic's Corner
Julian Cope — World Shut Your Mouth

by Mark A. Zimmerman
Friday reporter
College radio Is notorious lor the
diversity and obscurity of Its music.
Among the songs that have never
been heard before and the ones that
will never be heard again, are the
songs that cannot be heard enough.
This Is known as finding a diamond In
the rough.
One diamond In today's rough Is
the music of Julian Cope. Between the
current crop of college alternative
music, Cope's record seems to jump
out of the radio and demand attention,
i
Several weeks ago, Julian Cope
released an extended play album
that Is apparently named after It's
best track, "World Shut Your Mouth."
Cope Is scheduled to release an
album on March 9. This record will
contain "World ..." and perhaps
another song from this EP. It Is safe to
assume that the album will contain
the same characteristics and compare quite favorably with World Shut

Your Mouth.
The most striking feature of the EP Is
Cope's vocals. His voice bares an
extreme resemblance to the Kinks'
Ray Davles In both tone and Inflection. It Is refreshing to hear this kind of
poise and power from a new voice.
A quartet of musicians provides the
basics which Include guitar, bass,
drums and organ. Each of the players
Is talented In his own right, but none Is
a virtuoso.
The music has a texture that Is
normally associated with a garage
band, as the mix Is rough and wellbalanced. Each part stands well on Its
own and plays even better with the
Influence of the others.
The guitar parts, played by Donald
Ross-Skinner, are overlaid and quite
comfortable. Ross-Skinner carries the
melody In all but the last track, with
each track sounding unrehearsed
and projecting a great deal of spontaneity.
The rhythm section ot James Eller on

bass and Chris Whltten on drums Is a
fine combination. Each track boasts a
strong backbeat In addition to versltlle bass rhythm by Eller.
The Introduction to "World Shut Your
Mouth," Is one that pulls the listener
Into the song, hooking him by the time
the refrain begins. This track has acquired a great deal of air-play on
college radio, and album-oriented
rock stations have taken notice due to
the success the tune's clip achieved
as MTVs, "Hip Video ol the Week."
This cut will get commercial air-play
lollowlng the album's release later
this month.
"Umpteenth Unnatural Blues"
opens with a drum cadence that
gives way to a song that sounds much
like Bob Dylan's work with The Band.
The only exception Is Cope's melodic
Davles-llke vocals.
The last cut on the EP, "Transporting," appears to be a sign of Cope's
appreciation for the late 60's psyche
dellc era. This Is a cut that Is heavy

* *
with overdubs, subdued guitar feedback, "Beatlesque" tape loops, whlney organ and electronically altered
vocals. This Is the kind of cut that is
usually Included only on double albums from more established artists. Its
Inclusion here is confusing.
The lyrical content of Julian Cope's
debut Is not deep. The songs tell basic
rock stories of love and life. World Shut
Your Mouth, Is about a girl Cope
dates who doesn't care what the
world has to say about the way she
lives her life.
"Levltotton" Is an anthem of Independence and escapism. "Umpteenth Unnatural Blues" Is the cry of a
lonely man asking for the company ol
a young lady.
World Shut Your Mouth. Julian
Cope's debut EP, Is bursting with potential. There Is much evidence here
that this band can perform music with
the same energy as the Velvet Underground. Let's hope that this band
does not meet the same untimely
demise. If the album Is as good as this
EP, Julian Cope will have much more
to say before he Is through.
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«THIS OLO HOUSE (FRII
OHIO BUSINESS OUTLOOK (MON)
• BOWLING GREEN FORUM (TUEI
SART BEAT (WED)
TIME OUT (THU)
8QUARE ONE TELEVISION C?
« BRADY BUNCH

3:30
0 EDWARD ANO
SIMPSON (PRI)

GOOD TIMES
(ISPNI
SCHOLASTIC
SPORTS AMERICA (TUEI

MRS.

(CVM) INSIDC THE
PGA
TOUF1 (WED)
(ESPNI TOM MANN OUT
DOORS (THU)
(TMCI MOVIE (MON. TUE)
|

MO

(OSES NEWS
PM MAGAZINE Gtora
Stsjanwn. two man who compsta
-i sii t*»tournamanta
Oj REAL ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK
JONES
ANO
PROCTOR WATSON Pant.
provida naadad duaa whan Bryan
and Shsrtook onompt to -dantrty
iha school ■ looks, bsndh Q
Oj) MACNEsL /
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
• A DIFF RE NT STROKES

MO
I CSS NEWS
I NSC NEWS
| ABC NEWS CJ
EE> NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
« GET SMART
FACTS OF LIFE
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK

I:

7:00
I CBS NEWS
► VIOEOHITS
| WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TO
NtGHT Intarvaw with actraaa
Morgan FswchsM Inaiarao
JNEWLVWED GAME
MACNER.
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
■ CONGRESS
WE THE
PEOPLE
$0 GIMME A BREAK I
0 M»A«S*M
(ESPNI COLLEGE BASKETBALL Atlantic Coast Corriarancs
Uuartartanal
(L.va) I Sub act to
back out)

I

(TMC) MOVIE * * Vt
My So
anca Propel"
(19961 John
SiothwaJ. Danna Heppsr
A
h*gh-achool aansor dsstovara tta
kay to POMIPQ ha acsanoa CIMB and to tta apsca-tans continuum
-ni m*tary (unkyard PC
730
0 PM MAGAZINE Faaturad
Polahow.

OJ JEOPARDY
■ TAXI
m DATING GAME
■ MCLAUGHLIN GROUP
■ TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT On har 42nd birthday. Mural dacovsra aha • prsgnant
m THREE'S COMPANY

MO
49 fj MOVE ****
Tha
VVturd Of Oi" (19391 Judy Garland Ray Bo-ga. Baasd on tta L
Frank Bmm ch-dran • daisSC- A
tornado whafca a Kanaaa farm gal
to tha magical and of Oi. whsrs
•ha (Osna ■ BRtaTsKTOWr, ■ tin
wocdaman and a cow ar dry kon on
an odysssy to moot a wondarfuj
•wdmi
O
RENDEZVOUS
FOR
PEACE From Quaoac City. •
corngdatjon of tta apacaf catabra|tpora which took pfcaoa during tta

PandSf-Voua hooksy gamaa bstwaan tta NHL Aft-Stara and tta
USSR.. incfuoVvg parformanoaa
by Paul A/* a Dawd FoMsv, Crystal Gayta and tta Sovat rook
group Autograf. Hoar Alan
Thsoka
9 STlNOAAY Shngray tmaabgataa a aariaa of at/artga occurtancaa plaguBng tta coraVuction
ot a buaoVig on aaorad IndMn burial grounds In atarao.
0 LIFESTYLES OF THE
RICH ANO FAMOUS: 1BB7
WORLD'S BEST Varta to tta
wortcra boat hotaa. >aatauranta
and raaorta with apoaaranoaa by
Sob Hopa. Maud Adama. Morgan
Bntianv. John Oats*. V<lona
Prsrscspal. Joan Van Ark and Suaan
Sufbvan
S
fJ
WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEWQ
(GUNSMOKE
MOVIE #** ThaSaduetson Ot Joa Tynan (1979) Alan
AMa. Barbara Hama. An horasrl.
mfhantal U.S. aanator'a pofehcal
ombmon and ha afhw with a
baautiful labor anornay put ha
lamtry undar a at/am
B:S0
0 • WALL STREET WEEK
A Mach to Profits Guaat: Sta■an A Krot. chat »rw*atmant oftV
car at Mutton Aaaat Managamant

•(00
O PROFESSIONALS
0 MIAMI VICE Crookatt and
lubba •ncountar a myatanoua
man who wanta lo majka a drug
daal with a Softvan trnportar. In
atarao (R)
E8 DOCTOR WHO
m PLANET EARTH Eartha
paat man a 'oa In ita futura and
tha poaasbskty of a "nucfcior w«nt*. ara aaamsrad (Hi Q
Q MOVIE ** Vt "Tha Haunt■ngOf Jufca 119771 Ma Farrow.
Kasr Oushsa Attar racowjnrtg from
an •motion* oral!, a woman purohaaaa a houaa that tuma out to
bahauntad
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL Atlantic Coaat Confaranca
Ouanarhnal
(Uva) ISubaict to
baokout)
(WO MOV* ***Vi
Tha
Muasc Man' 11962) Robart Proaton. Shartay Jonaa A fast-taking
aalaaman comaa to a amaN (own
' -i lows to w ganu* a boya' band
and tradvwiari'ry foSB in Wva wth
an unrnarrad Hvanan In atarao

Q

I0M

B B FALCON CREST ta
H.iK.ni Ang* M Pound
Uaggn wtaitfi nut gM *>
*m Mby to WlUUW". OMH ■••
Lane* to bacons pprtnan with
hpn «vd Tony Q
(NATIONAL 9
CRIME STORY Loca Iconaa coovincso thai nss ovrn
! pswpfa ara out to gat htm In star
las
■ 8TARMAN i attar and son
ara at odda ova tho ooursa of
thasr futura wtan Scott anroaa wi
■cMol (Rig
B A DREAM CALLED PUBLIC TELEVISION One* VMM
ranMM tha NatoY and ojowih at
■ NEWS
10:20
I JOURNAL

10:S0
• EUROPEAN TELEVISION
SERVICfi
• HONEVMOONERS
tO:4S
ffj FEanVAL CLIPS

■ •■•<
1

11
11:00
NEWS
• OARKS>U
SHADOWS
■ LATE SH
SHOW Host: Joan
i. Ins
m WKRR IN CINCINNATI

11:90
10 MOV* fk*
Tha Vangaanos 01 Fw Manchu'' (19611
Chratoptar Las. Tony Farm.
Hyprsotasd mampsra of Fu Manchu a gang raplaca pokes dsgartmant hsada whom thsy rassmba
QOOO ROCKIN' TONfTE
Stu Arftnas goaa backatags at tta
Grammya to tafe with tta nsrs a
pravaw of tta Oscar nomsrasa kt
baat aongj adsoa by Patsr Cstsra
Stava w-wood Tha SsstJsa. l.«■
da ftonatadi with Jamss Ingram,
and Otonna Warwick and frtanda;
ara of Tho Baatai trtas conBEBT OF CARSON From
January 19S6 actor Jaft Oanaa.
aftfigahot lips" Rufua Huaaay
and lamna pkayar Vipy Armrtrai
ran host Johnm/ Carson In atar-

,N

BNIOHTUNEp
MYSTERY) Tha Fisturn Of
Shartook t^olmss Ths Man WWi
itsd Lip" Kokraa rsfusaa
that a crstgMg. dkfAgurad bagga a tha murdarw of a
maang buanaaaman (Oh* Franaa) wtass wrts (Esksnor Dawd)
htm at tta wsridow of an
opium dan.: J
~ NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
O LATE SHOW Hoar Joan
Rnars In atwao.
(ESPN) 8PORTSCENTER

HEM
INTERNATIONAL BRITISH
RECORD
INDUSTRY
AWARDS From London rsoorov
mg snata tegpsng Bntah and m- tarraaonsl charta ara honorsd
rforrunaas nc-uda s-ha. Anita
■Hals., tta Sangtaa. Kaw Bush.
Phsl Cokkna. ths Eurythmica. Pata
Gat-af Wtvtray Houston. Msdonns. B«y Ocssn. Robart Pafetar
and Paul Simon Parformanoaa by
Fna Sta and Ssmpty Had (TapsND
li 1 IS* SMI

11:4B
fTMC> MOVIE •* Ths Haa
Hsvs Eyss H" 119861 Mchaal
Barryman. Kavin Blar En routs to
a dBjSsrt motorcyca racs. a busload of laan agan artcountsrs a
Dfba of murdaroua aavagaa R
12:O0
f DUKES OF HAZZARD
MOVIE * * V» "Ths Morv
atw CMa" D981) Vsrtcsnt Prloa.
John Carradns.
CSPN) SPORTSLOOK
12:90
0 MOVIE ** H Ths Chosboyo
(19771 Charao Durr«ng
Parry Ksng,
■ FRIOAY NIOHT VIDEOS
Hosts Howsrd Haaaaman and tta
Hasd of tta Claaa «-ao Vldaos
by GSTBOB ( Tonsotit. Tonsflttt'l
tha Banglaa I Wang Oown
Vour Sttast' ). Kool B ths Gang
1 StoraLovs") In atarao

FALCON HOUSE
r»m<s,srfiiia.I.O."

Com* to Falcon Hous*
for all your BGSU Tthirti, Swoatihlrts and
all othar accBtsorlai

GET YOUR HAIR READY FOR
SPRING BREAK

PERMS $20-J75
HAIRCUTS*
MINI MALL SALON
190 S. Main thru the Brick Walkway
.,,VV..:^',A.M,^A'3PWA9»>R

, .■',■', T.yaa , ,, /, , f,>

140 E. Wooster Bowling Green

Ph. 352-3610

Downtown Bowling Green

FfWoy/Mordi 6,1987 10
• THE JUO<*

HTM TlNNaB U«x Mama-1
« round, from Kay
6MMayna. Flo. Bjw (Hi tap*)
1:00
IJMMV SWAOOAPlT

romnvcL>—in

1:20
OHO MOV* **H "*Maaa'a Kg Adaarm**" 1166*1
Fat* Raubana. EMabarh Oafcav

MO
P imU IFOUS* ON TH6;
9 LAP QUAT1NQ A ravoluBon tor qufting tarnplataa and
pracnton macNna aaartraj: a codng procaMAn darrawnaatron (or
(Mch#a pa-cfiwcrt
49 MOV* **H ' Crack In
Tha Wortd" MBBBl Dana Anotawa. Janatta Scon

■ill

1:*0
■ MOV* »• "to. bVxom
Dangar Wmd" (19291 "•Mr.
I ona Jaan Harahon
■ MOVK * * *
Tht Qd»
Memorandum'
I1966) Gaoro*
!«I.UeOnai

0 LAP QUAT1NO A ravohrnon for quMng taawplaaaa and
pracaaon macNna aaarang; a cod*ng prooattura darnonabaaori tar
p«iixa patcttwort

1:4*
■ MOVH ** ''Suparbuo''
119781 Rohan Mo*. S« 9

0 VAN CAN COOK

ttso
MO
0 TRACK AND FIELD IAAF
World Indoor ChampKmarMpa.
from lnd>anapo-a. AMa)

MO
■ NEWS

2:10
Sam) OWliOOW
SATURDAY
MUCH 7. 1M7

AFTHNOON
12:SO

SKI BASF
ONE ON ONI

(Dovno

•VTTIN- ON THE KIDS
VICTORY GARDEN Bob
Thomaon aBBa*1 how to aov,
mill and togoMii th* baat
paatta to vaioua pom of at*
county at By* tana of yaar <RI
ffB ftOD AND MM. Flaharman
wot th* a/Mara of Lot* Onurio
■vats to thabajpriaa M ttonod
A R**1 Trout 0*rby.

•aa

■ ■ ROAD TO THE FINAL
FOUR: NCAA BASKETBALL
CMAMflONiM"' FtWVMiW
IFwl 1 of 2)
•
STORTSWEEKENO
Soh*duhv* Scon TournwncM of
H**n* (CamvJan lacta* Curtate
QmHMavajM BBBI Lathbrtdga.
AH. AM)
*B COLLEGE BAJKrITBAU.
Morgan. ■( LwFaul H..WI
0
AMERICAN
BANDSTAND Gun),
tody VVtvartoy
("I'm Loofungfor a raawLpva').
• FRUGAL QOURMCT Prapereaen of paaaa. crackan and
cMok«aa ataar. n Ml aa owhc
•r-d agg aoup In Mono
BJ Wt -.IE COOKING NOW

nua MOVK ***H "iv
l-nttTh, JadT (19831 MX
rOBTrlOTr HVTOOn rUTO.
Ittt
• 4V OOUIQC BABKfTBALL Big (MI SanaAnal. LMI
SAMffllCA'a TOP TIN
THIS OLD NOUW
MOV* ** H Tha Daw a
Daughtar"
(1973)
Shaiiay
VWn-n Babnda MBBBJBaTallfJ.
■VM COLLEQE BABattTBAL J. Atfmc Cow ConNrano*
SarraNrn.. AMI (Suenci to Naehoutj
1:41
m TM» OLD HOU8*

0 P«A aOWLINQ saoo.ooo
M-tar UH ChainpionarMp. from
Had Carpal CataPnty Lanaa n
MaWa^aa Ana)
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
Own
Up BOOM
1912
and "On tha Othar Hand" ara partarmad by aatgar Randy Iiovn.
Katfty Manaa amg» Vvaa. Ota
Way iha Wind Blowa." 'leva at
tha Frva and Dana' and Do Vow
nant VovtT F-Vdo
in Marao.
0 PHUOAL QOUHMET A
mat to tha Chnaban Brothara
Waiary at <^Womiai Napa Val
lav, aoup praparaMn. aiclualng
caobaga. oraam of lanttf. Cuban
Maoh baan and rranaatrona. in
atarao
0 MOVH **H "Hobtnaon
Cnawa On Mara" (IM4) Paul
Martlaa), V*c Lundkn

MO
0 0 ROAD TO THE FINAL
FOUR: NCAA BASKETBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP PPEVIEW
(Fan 2 of 2)
0 GREAT CHEFS OP CHICAGO TrMarry lafawo praparaa
■lafood and harb aauaaga. tabata'
•n voraho aauca and lamon mouaaa
CSPN) COLLEQE BASKETBALL Atlanta; Coaat Confaranca
Samhnaf (Liva) (Subpct tobaat*

•Ml
ITMC1
MOVIE
****
lanab^it 119621 Charaa Chap■n. Claaa Btoorn

4*00
0 0 COLLEQE BASKET
BALL Big Ton Gama. Arm)
0
SPOP.TSWEEKENO
SorataUad: World Cup Saang.
man'a
doamhal from
Aapan.
Colo, and woman'a doaanhal
from Mount Aaan. Aha.; "Raad
Baporl
on Wortd Cup a-ng
ITapadl
0 COUNTRY EXPRESS fa*
turad Anna Uurray. das Gatan
BroaWa. tha Nrrty Gntty Drt
Band. Alabama. Matahuh B Ruokar. Gala Man Door anarvia-* and
vidaol Baby I Want H").
0 MAQtC OP OB. PAINTING
0 STAR TREK
4:S0
0
WIDE
WORLD
OF
SPORTS Schaduaad: Danraa Atv
dn-a 127-4-2. IB KOal aa, Thom
aa Haarna (42-2. 38 KOal for tho
WBC World UtfM ltaa,,nai»i

mp« «*> lava) achaduajd to ''«.
12 rounda. from Daaroh:
ww>
COUNTRY WEST Guaata
tar a Qraaaaat HNa" a took aa
K.D. Lang and Tha rtoofnaa. "*y
aoma of tha unuaual awanu that
Co*a-i
Muataal aaaactiona ->
koap paopla oocuptad dumg arbv
ciudi:
inn Ma Arountf' and
tar.
Ai Shook Up."
0 COUNTRY EXPRESS Faa(MUPPETS
twad: Wala Nafaon. tha Gathna.
SOLID GOLD SctnoUad:
Gaorga Barart.
Alabama, tha
Patar CatarA i- Tuaaday. Matta
Staoara. tha AaMa mtarviaav and
Mooro. Matt Loaf and John Parr.
vtdao I' Mama. Ha'a Cra»y").
Johnny Caah ("Saj Rraar"), Paggy
0 TONY BROWN S JOURMarch II WM FoBaar Mm"), Da>
NAL
vad Laa Roth (ariorvatarl. In atarao.
■■00
0
LAWRENCE
WILK:
0 PQA QOLF Honda Oaaalc.
TELEVISION'S MUSIC MAN
thad round, from Coral Sprtnga.
Thta porfaH of bandtaadar LaarFba Alva)
ranoa WaB faatvaa tha WaB Mu0
SENNY
GOOOMAN:
aaum at Eacondtab (Catf.). lha anLETS DANCE - A MUSInual "Muaac Fanaty Ptcnk" and
CAL TRIBUTE PajMat Taddy
ntarviaara wrath tha angara and
Waaon and tha Plad hVorvo Quarmtaaciana arho parformad vrtth
(■. Hoaarnary Ctoonay and Cama
WaB dunng tha
Crnrnpagna
Smith parform anth Banny GoodMuarc-Mahar'a" 27-yaar caraar
man at Haw York'a Marnetl Maron talaviaaon. Hoat: Kothy Lan0_«a -»tr-a n*>ot« IO tha "Katgof
Swnng" that aaao aataudaa Mm
oapa of raa a-arty yaara IB)
«GED
DANCIN' TO THE HITS
Muaacaf guaat Lacy J Dafton
( That 01 Toam I In atarao
0 STAR SEARCH

MO
SQEO
DREAM GIRL U.S.A.
EVENING

BOO
{00 NEWS
SATURDAY REPORT

Gaorga Kaitaahowraky dkacuaaaa
daaagrang tho atomc bomb, aarvaig aa aoaanca advwar to Praawlant
Eiaanho-raar and. n latar yaara.
bacorTHng an arHi-noclaar actnnat
Autftor-aaitrorkomar Cart Sagan
conductad tha ntamaar p
(ITS A LIVING
STAR TREK
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL I Jo-nad In Prograaa) Pacrhc
Coaat AthaotK Aaaooation Cham
payiahp Gama Ana)
(TMC) SHORT FAM SHOWCASE
8: SO
8 CSS NEWS
THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
0 HEE HAW Co-hoat: Ray
Siavana Guaata Loratta Lym.
MalMcOaraal
S NSC NEWS
PUTTIN' ON THE MfTS
MAMA'S FAMAY Bobba
goao on a bhnd data with an oldar
CTaaC) MOVIE ***
YantT
(1993) Barbra Soaaaand. Mandy
Patavn
From laaac Baahawa
Sngn'a abort atory In turrt-oforM)>-oanturv Eaaaam Europa. a
yovng aroman oaaguNM rwraaat aa
amann ordar to puraua tha 9Sa>
caaon aaoatwnaffy forbaldan to
Jaanah aroman In atarao PG' Q

MO

Call Us.

aLUNCHES*

0 DON CHERRY'S GRAPEVINE Guaat Brad Smrth
{CASH EXPLOSION
CHARLES IN CHARGE
WHAT A COUNTRY!
S:00
0 0 OUTLAWS A for mar
mobatar haaa tha Outlaw* to And
hn Mtrangad daughtar
0 NHL HOCKEY Ma* Vork
lalandari at Toronto Mapta Laata
Arval
0 FACTS OP LIFE m atarao

0 NHL HOCKEY Daarott Rad
wwuft n St. LouN Bluaa Lhn)

•■00
0 0 MOVIE **H "PaaaWna" (IBM) Joanna Wood
ward. Undaay Wagnar A Iota) mangta n aapoaad whan Baa auddan
daaah of a araafthy buanaaarnan
raaaan nia looyiBiaa raiRaonarap
w«h a rraatraaa (R) Q
0 GOLDEN GIRLS Dorothy.
Roaa and Bwncha ara arraatad on
proatmrrxn chargaa In atarao. |R)
0 OHARA A woman, traumatized by buarra mamory lapaaa. ia
charojMl wrth murdar l J
0 MOVIE *** "GraM (.
pactabona (1B74) Mnhaal York.
Sarah Maaa Baaad on tho atory
by Chariaa Ockana. A young
boy i Ha n daapfy aatluanood by a
chanca ancountar artth an aaKSPNI COLLEQE BASKETBALL Waatam AtNabc Conaaranca Cfaampwnafap Gama. (Liva)
(TMC1 MOVIE ***H "Ratum Of Tha Jaeft" (1993) Mark
riarnal. Harrtaon Ford. Thta thard
antaffmawt n tha Star Wara"
aaga raunrwa Luka SkywaBar and
hn convadaa for a final batoa
anth tha awi Galactic Empaa In
atarao PG' Q
BaSjO
0 AM* N m atarao
10:00
0 HUNTER Hun tar a M-Mlltf
by a noay raportar arhala attarnptng to apprahand two nabbary
auapacta In Marao. (Rl Q
0 SPENSER: FOR HIRE
Haark protocta tha Ma of a ham-

of Farm aatca 19S0. aartpsr Johnny Caah parforrna walh fha Canar
Fem-y aahoaa mambara -ncJuda
hn artfa Jurn. har aanara Holan
and Arm Caraar, and Jurn'a
dauphtsr Cariana Caraar. Songa
ancaada "Fang of Fan." In aaarao.
0 WRESTLING

'(TMO IwOVIE ** Btoodfcn"
(1979) Audray Hapbum. Ban GarItara Baaad on Sadnay ShaUon'a
[novoi A aroman aaharrta om of
jtha wortd'a waaaWantt corporsaona and bacomaa tha tsrgot of
jhar ochwrnog raaaMwaa. M taaat
ona of whom * a mwdarar. 'R'
12HM
(FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS
SOUL TRAIN
ISaPM SPORISLENTER
12:90
IWRESTUNO
MOVIE ** 'Born VW
(1968)
Tom
Nardm..
Patty
IwtCorrnack.
KSPN) TENNIS Laiton Intamaannal Patyara
ChampaDtaihipa,
arornana fanf, from Kay Bncayna. Fla i Sam. day taps)

1*00
0HARTTOHART
1:SO
XNEWS
MOVK **Va "Road To
Gtay
(1936) Fradnc March.
Ltoml Barryrwora.
•TMC) MOVfE * H "Csvs OM"
(1B66) Onaal Roabuofc. Cmdy
Ann Trrornpaon.

0 MOVIE *** "Dnwwuori
Tokyo" 11943) Car, Grant. John I
Garfnld In 1942. tha craw of a
U S aubmarina undartakaa a dangaroua mnaion that pawaa tha
way for tha hrat o- attack on tho
Japanaaa maaaand
11:00

i00FNEWS

NATKW
NATIONAL p

MTV TOP 20 VIDEO
COUNTDOWN
0 HOLLYWOOD CLOSE-UP
Sdwdutad: a raport on Laa Vagaa
aa tha "HoArwood af tha daaart."

eaaa to a coaaga • oomputar ■yatam. a atudant ra-raafcj aoma facta
toncarrung gambkng oparationa
oaanad by a local iMamaaaman A
Wondartuf Wortd of C-anay'
praaantatam
S INSTANT AMERICA
HOOANS HEROES

(ESPN) COLLEQE BASKETBALL I Jranad In Prograaa) Big
Sky Confaranca Crujmpenalap
Gama (Lrval

n

0BTOS

11:16
ONEWS
11:3K>
0 MOVW *4VI Tha CM
aarxko Croaang'' 11977) Sophn

MARCH 6. 1867

aon Hal at Toromo; fha JuBnrd
Sanng Ouanat paraarma at ttnb
amust wart to MkMgan Stase
UraVnaWy.
0
IN-FISHERMAN
'07
SPECIAL Host AI Lndnar and
hn atart offar frash aaaMr aSBBaJ
tlpa. aowajrrwnt updsaaa and *>
aaia awormaajon on tha baat opots
-.North Anarc.
0
ORIAT
PERFORMANCES
Laurane. Ova.
A
Ufa" FBn okpa from OBMSK CaMar
partbrrnancaa aatfutflng 'Richard
W," ' A Long Day'o Journay Into
hhght" and tha Acadamy Award
aranrang
Hamtot
Stnarato fha
acaora oaraar nraaa 1846. (Part 2
of 2l(Rig
0 THE SPENCER TRACY
LEGACY: A TRIBUTE BY
KATHARINE HEPBURN Katfaanrn Hapbum boats thai asbuas
to Sponcar Tracy aaarravang tha
acaora caraar. BBaaaSO Taylor,
Bun RaytwMa. Mtohay Roonay
Laa Marvin and Angato Lanabury
Tracy. Wp
• MOVIE war* "Hal !■ For
Haroaa" 119621 Stava McOv-an.
Bobby Darat.
CSFNI COLLEQE BASKETBALL
Southuraat Confaranca
Chanrcaonatap Liva) ISublacf •>
blackout)

Ma
• 01 COLLEQE

BASKET-

BALL
B.g EMI Contaranoa
Charraironarap Gama. Q.nra)

tan

n MOVK ••>* 'Mooambo'
(19641 Cart GaMa. Awa Gardnar
AFTHINOON

akOO

12:30
MEET THE PftES8
FOHTBAIT8
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY
WO
WOULD

I!

KSFN)
WOULD CU» 8KIIN0
BSP1
Man
Mont
s<*m G
from Aapan,
Colo
Colo a .val

s
s

IM

COO NTH V CANADA
COLLEQE BAIKITaAU.
Attar
ABanoc
Coaat Contoanca Chanv
ponaNo
Gama. <L~al
POTM
I COMMUNITY CLOSE-UF
WASMINQTON
WIFK IN REVIEW [5
■ MOV* ***
Mario-*'
M969I Jamaa Gama,. Gayfa Hunracutl
C1MCI MOVIE •••»
Iha
Muaa: Mao'' 11962) Soban Fiaann. Shatty Jonaa

Laran. Richard Hams. A paanangn aaart carrying a Mrronat wtth
prnumonac pfagua facaa daatraetnn whan rt m asnraad from no
crigtnn dMtmation
0 0 MOVIE **Vi
Tha

1:SO
• HYMN HNa Muaasal aakcoona mduda
Tha Tana to Sna•*) Haa Coma." loro. Taacti Ua
10 Ff»y" and "Amaamo Grata "

Honor Guard (19791 DaMd Huffman. Rod Skataar A pacaKat Atrny
daaanar muat aaruggla wnh hn

I HEM'S
l-BLUCV
l
■ WAU
WALL STFIEET WEEK
"A March to Fronta" Guaat: Staaan A Krafl, ctaaf atwaalmaiil omoar at Hunan Aaaat Managamanl

commitmant to non-vaoaanca
whan hn gvtttiand m aaaauttad by
a aadnan Manna targaam
0 SATURDAY NfQHT LIVE

AFTERNOON Tha Royal Conaarvasory at Muafc caaobrotM no
100th annrwaary at Roy Thom-

• SRORTSWORLD Schadutad: IAAF World Indoor Track
and FNad Champronafapa. from Irv
(lanapoaa Uval
• NATIONAL OEOORAFHrC ON ASSfONMENT

SUNDAY

makar who i marrtad to ona of hn
formar flarnaa (Margarat Aaary).

0 SIDEKICKS Rwuo chaparonaa Emia'a Litda Btavaa troop on
an ovarr-ghi campng ara?. Q
0 MOVaE **"r
Tho Computar
Wora
Tannia Snoaa"
(19691 Kurt Ruaaaff. Caaar Romaro Ahor acodantatty gaaang ac-

S:30
1227 m atarao
SLEDQE
HAMMERI
Skadgo and Don ufca a naara raportar through a "rouaha" day on
thanb Inaaarao i«IQ
0 G i JIVE A SALUTE TO
THE
ENTERTAINERS
OP
WORLD WAR N Tha hajtonc
Roaatand BaBroom n Now York
C*y m tha aartng for a muaicaf
inbuaa to tha antortatnara and aarvtoa oroanatMaana that gava thaar

'Host: Robin Waanma. Iwusttal
guaat: Paul Simon ("Dnrnonda on
tha Sons") In atarao (R)
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS A
rnamoa. ol tha Country Mua-C Mai

H

• ANDRE
KIRTiaZ: A
POtTT WTTH TMt CAMERA
OtaaVaaM aart bafora laa daath m
1986 at aga 91. tfaa porvaR of
PhotoiournaBarn pionaar Andra
Karaaai faaluraa tha anan'a ranactiona on ha) bfa and an. IB)
3:16
(TMO MOVIE »• »

GREAT DECISIONS Tha
Pacific 6aam Aaujncaa. Trad* and
6aaaa" Formar aaaolanl Saoratary of Stata dumg the Canar ad
nwaaaauon fUchard HotjrorAa
''■''■Hi Satoopora'a Ambaaaador
to rha Uralad Stataa Tommy T.B.
Koh
n MOV* ***
Pal And
MA. 11962) Spanoar Tracy. Ra
•t-onrn HaptMrv
■ STAFITFIEK
«n>) TENNIS UPW< Mamabonal
Fvjyara
ChamplonaNpa.
man'a fatal, from Kay BtacdyiMi,

n

■

•aa
BTOItTS

SUNDAY

ont

WHEN YOU NEED
TO MAKE YOUR
BEST IMPRESSION
Professional Work at Reasonable Prices
Stop in and see our samples!

Moa-Train. 6*an>9pm
Frt.t»am-IOpm
S« BamlOpm
Sun &»m9pm
W1S. aMk

3524123
[neilujVarpllyUlKdl

Saturday

Special

Steak & Shrimp
1000 AM TOS 30 PM

THE ELK'S CLUB
352-2149

THE COPY SHOP
117 E. Court
352-4068
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30

John

4:00
ISPORTSWEEKEND
PQA QOLF Honda Ctaaarc.
Fnaf round, from Coral Springa.
Fla. Uval
S STAR SEARCH

MO

■ MUSIC ON A SUNDAY

MySo-

anoa Proarcl'
11966)
Stocaaraa. Danraa Hoppar

HatrHraj Greefc Oala

a MABiy* a

2M Cutpbtll Hill Rd.

7:90
0 0 SMALL WONDER
Jama bfinga a homilaia man to
taahouaa (R|

0 MUPPETS Guaat: Mac Dav-

Banquet Rooms &
Catering Available Also

BALL MNl-Amancan (^nfaranca
Champion-r.*i Gama. Anal

RUNAWAY WITH THE
RICH AND FAMOUS Actraaa
Joan Van Ark n London, actor
'Mtchaal Para I tod* and tha
Cnaaara") n tha Canval Amancan
country Bafcia; a vaart to Re da
Janaao n Branl
0 NOVA Fdmod artonfy bafora
laadaathw. 1983 Bjjaajajarragra

LUNCHES
Our dining room is
open to the public
daily 11:00 am to 1:30
pm.
Delicious Hot & Cold
lunches availableSpecials Daily

0
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE loot Empvaa" A copaa
ia found arrtfan tha Palaca Thaatra. Caaia racarvaa a ahook.
Darn Tmgtay IPatnaa Outnn) raplacaa bar ai tha Ganga Dun act
(Pan 6 of 7) g
0 ONE BIG FAMAY Don
takaa a fob aa a doo braadar
0 WHATS HA'-PENINQ
NOWII Rai naa a raghtmara that
opana hn ayaa to tha paght of tha
homataao
CSPN) COLLEQE BASKET-

| dunng Wortd War A HaM: Van

S6.95

B.BO Chicken & Rib combo

S5.95

Includes all you can eat
soup, salad, and dessert Buffet
plus choice of potato.
Call us about our
Daily Specials 352-0123

Fridoy/Morch 6, 1987 11

Scheduled: Amman Cup GymnMbca. from Patriot CMNT n
Faafe*. Ve. (l.vel
• MCLAUGHLIN GROUP

MO
0
DEGRABS I
JUNIOR
HIGH 10 « tamAed ashen her
dad muti the hoeprtaj. and Inevttebty dMappoails har fronds and
hertamey
0 FAM* Cheoe resgne whan
Shorofaky grvee Jaaaa lha hay to
ihe school
• COUSTEAU 0OYB8JEY
SNEWGJDGET
LIPESTYLE8 OF THE
RICH AND FAMOUS Joan
CoMne on tha Franch Riviera, raal
aaiaia magnata OonaU Trump.
Ester* Getty (The Golden Gale")
tours Israel: Kan Katohaval rOe»lae I IR,

MO
• OS FtOAO TO THE FINAL
FOUR: NCAA BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT PAIRINGS
O EDISON TWINS Air. an
everang o* watching vidao mov
-1 Paul becomes eiiereeted m a
movierri^img Career
Bat THROB) Sandy'• neighbor
bate out for a spot aa a emger HI a
new rock, group (R|
(Teat) MOVIE *****
Tha
Garden Of Tha Fmtt-Conina'
119711 Law Capcecchro. OonviwjueSende
EVENING

MO
aon NEWS
O RIVALS OF SHERLOCK
HOLMES
0 LIFESTYLES OF THE
RICH
Cotene
aatata
Esteae

AND FAMOUS Joan
on (ha Franch Rivejre; raal
Tiegnete Donald Trump;
Gatty I Tha Goldan GVtt'l

tours laraal: Kan Karohaval ( Dsllee I. IR)
• MOVIE *** FatharaLilila Drwdend
HMD Spencer
Tracy. Ekiabath Taylor Attar Na
doughiar mamaa. • man neasrsi
tea vouUaa ara ovar unW he hnda
ha'a aoon to be a grandfather
B TED KNIGHT SHOW The
Ruehee Central Amencan ho mi
keeper wants to out har naturaluetion cleaa after only one rtrgftt
(RI

B MOVIE Bejfoot ' (Pramam)
CeBean Dawrhurat, Jamaa Stoyen.
Reecued trom certain dangar by
tha legendary Saaoualch. two
cMdran try to se ve tha myetarloua creature from capture A
"Dranay Sunday Mov* praaan
tatton Q
B WONDERWORKS "A in
tie Pnnceaa' Mraa MexnaVe cruel
treetment or tha orphaned Sara
uneipec teoTy reeufta in the MOB
girl being reunited with har father'! Mend Mr Cemeford (Part
3 of 31Q
B WE THE PEOPLE Documentary on drug testing
B FAME Chna winds up taking
care of rue 9-month-otd nephew
(R)
(ESPN)
SPORTSCENTER
SUNDAY
7:SO
fTMC) MOVIE ** pee.
wee's Big Adventure" (1945)
Paul Reubene. Ekiabath Deeey To
recover tut chanehad tweyere. Peewae Herman emberki on an odyeaay that lekee tarn from San An
lorao to Burbank In stereo PG'
.00
B
8
MURDER,
SHE
WROTE Jessica investigates the
murder of a New Vork advartaMng
emecuUv* (RI Q
B
MOVIE
**H
"Toby
McTaague" (ISM) Vanmck B«
■on. w.niton Rekert Tha fata of
tas widowed father's buemees
raata on a teen egera auccaai m
an annual dogeled race m Quebec
B A-TEAM m stereo Q
S O NATURE Tha lack of
protection for aaa life is aiammed
m thai look at tha gwjnt logger
head turtle whoaa sjuetence is
threatened by egg poachers and
hunters (Pan 3 of 31 In stereo
I LIMELIGHT
RUNAWAY WITH THE
RICH ANO FAMOUS Actress
Joan Van Ark m London: actor
MKhaal Pa/a I Edcfce and tha
Cruisers I at the Central American
country Bean a visit to RK> de
Janero m Bret*
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASKET-

,
|
.
|

B WHAT'S HAPPENING
NOW" Nadine and Raj hope to
reunite a lovaarck maid with har
boyfnand
(ESPN) NHL HOCKEY Calgary
Flamee at Naw Vork Rangare
ILrva)
fTMC) MOVIE **** Amadaua
(1984) F Murray Abraham. Tom Hutce Consumed with
aMsouay ovar fee rival a breaance.
Viennese court composer Antonio
Sakan maffactuaiy plots to discredit braah mus<al gemus Wolfgang Amadaua Morart In stereo
PG'

O RACCOONS Onry Ra»h and
Makssi know what's about to
happen at the Forest Bowl whan
medhsvel knights suddenly appear Iflig
j B JEOPARDY
A TAXI
B DATING GAME
B TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Henry hnda it drthcutt to
toasrata his fraa-apertad neice
who S mymg with the family
B THREE'S COMPANY
KSPN) COLLEGE BASKETBALL 1873 FINAL FOUR
HIGHLIGHTS

11 CO

S B BB NEWS

8:00
B B MOVIE Deed* Deception" (Prameve) Matt Saangsr.
Use Eaoachar A widowed rather

MARCH 9. 1887

(ESPNI
SPORT8CENTER
SUNDAY:
NCAA
SELECTION

ksunchaa a daaparata search for
has chad, preeumed dead but
who he befcevee is at* aave Q

7:00
IB BO MINUTES
BEACHCOMBERS Upon
receiving uevr. rickets fron hn
longtwrvs trend Lucaa. Ma* teturns 10 Oeece and aoon cfcecov
ars mat Lucaa ia hawro probfeme
wrth an old archenemy's ton Q
B OUR
HOUSE Gua ancountara mequties m tha legal

B MOVIE
Tha Abduction Of
Ken Sweneon" IPromrara) Tracy
Poaan Joe Don Baker A tea
baaed account of the kidnapping.
shooting and recovery of a world
..less athlete taken prisoner in the
Montana wildarneaa by two
mountain men In stereo CJ
B MOVIE *****
Moon
raker
(1979) Roger Moore. Lola
CMes White trying to recover a
hijacked apace shuttle. Brmeh se-

tyatcn ivhan ha larvea on a jury
In stereo IR) Q

7:90
a PM M..GAZINE Featured
Hidden Hewen wed women; hot
shot: nvar run.

10:30
B KENNETH CORELANO

8:90
O CBS NEWS
0HOTLINE
B NBC NEWS
O CHECK IT OUTI Whan a
prorrHaad '**• doeen't appear.
Mariana convinces Jannrfar to aua
the euparmarkat. Howard and
Mr* Cobb tor racial ofcecnrrMnetran (RI

• STAR TREK

FOUR

the antics of Donald Duck and his
nephews Huey. Dewey and I Owe
S GIMME A BREAK I
M»A»8*H
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER

10:28
OVENTURE

8:30
B FUTTIN* ON THE HITS
Lo-aynoad songs axrude RunDM.C.'a We* Tha) Way" and
Bobby Darns Speah Spleen
In
stereo
(ESPNI SKIING US Nationals.
70 and 90 meter samps, from
Steamboat Spnnga. Colo (Taped)

FINAL

HD NEWLYWED GAME
B
MAC NEIL
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
B WONDERFUL WORLD
OF DISNEY
Donald Ouajcka
Up" Aa a dwd psychologist. Protease* luthwg von Drake observes

8:30
B SANFORO ANO SON

FACES OF JAPAN A look
at the pnde and quality of workmanstup which characterin the
Japeneae metarworkar. whether a
sword-maker m ancasnt tanaa or a
modern tteehvorkar
B PALACE OF OREAMS
B
TALES
FROM
THE
OARKSIDE Magwel shoes bnng
eerai surprises to a shoemaker's
apprentce

BALL
1084
HIGHLIGHTS

; Eeetwood. Carol Burnett. Laa
BCSS NEWS
RarrHck. the Preaidant and Mrs
S NBC NEWS
Reagan. ragMght rhM retroapecB ABC NEWS p
tiva on the ws snd raw Of actor
B NIGHTLY BUSINESS REJimmy Stewart
Host
Johnny
PORT
Canton Q
8 GET SMART
B WONDERWORKS A LrtFACTS OF LIFE
tte Prmoaaa ' M«a Mmchan'a cruel
B-SPM) ACTION OUTDOORS
(reetment of the orphened Sara
WTTH JULIUS BOROS
unexpectedh/ 'eeuits at the little
"MCI MOVIE ***H
"•
B"t basng reunited with her la
turn Of The JeoV (1983) Mark
1
thar s tnand Mr Camaford. (Part
HamJ hameon Ford. Thai fhsrd
3 of 3)g
"■staHmsnt at the
Star Ware
(GUN8MOKE
sage leunrtee Luke Skywefcer and
MOVIE *** Tha Deep
hei comrade* for a final battle
11977) Robert Shaw. Jacouaana
with tha evil Galactic Empva In
Baseat. A young couple And rostereo PG' Q
mance and treasure aa they cfeve
7:00
off the coast of Bermuda.
«C8S NEWS
(ESPN) COLLEGE BASEBALL
MONITOR Top«: are raal
(Seaeon Pramairs) Oklahoma at
re*ugeee basng denred sanctuary
Tasaa (Live)
m Canada because of tha recant
8:30
immigration pokey 7
B B MY SISTER SAM Pent
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE
hopes har siller t praaence at
ENTERTAINMENT TOparents mght will eoftan up her
NIGHT Interview with ector
teachers (R)CJ
George Hamilton In stereo

B B MASTERPIECE THEATRE
lost Empeee" H si already too late when inspector
Crabbe aaaaBaatl the murdarar a
identity Nick announces IMI n departing for America. Richard en
aata ai tha army. (Pan 7 of 7) g
B MOVIE * * H
Capture Of
Bajfoot" < 19791 Stafford Morgan,
Kethame Hopkaia Tha legendary
B-gfoot ihraatane people * tha
northern enow country and an unaorupuloua businessmen plane to
capture the beaat for his own partonal gearv

10:00
B CBC NEWS Q
B OF THEE WE SING Drawn
from varKMt PBS programs, tha
diversity of the Amencan asparv
enoa at celebrated at ih.i video
coaege Highlights include mueical
performancee by country etnger
Lynn Anderson ■ reunion of the
Weavers at New York City a Carnag* Ha* and a e*>g-ak3ng of
Mends*s Messiah at San Francisco Host actor M*e Fermi.
8 PALACE OF DREAMS
WASHINGTON REPORT

MONDAY

c •*•>•*•• ■ isa; tvDHn

8:00
B B KATE 8 ALLIE Alke
end Jsnnai have a women-iowomen tall about se ■ (R) rp
a FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE
B RAGS TO RICHES (Premisare) Drama Joseph Bologna stars
fas a satf-made mekoneee and
psayboy who bacomaa the legal
guarcken of hva atnMtwsta orphana ASM atars Douglas Seete
and Kmwko Gabnan. Epajoda information to be announced In
stereo C."
B MOVIE * * ■■>
Star Trek Ths> Motion Pasture ' (1979) WHkswn Shetner. Leonard Nimoy. The
former cornmandar of the U.S.S

EVENING

BOO

OOBBNEWS
B RM MAGAZINE Caksbntiea bodyguards: Wake Nelson
B ADAM SMiTH'S MONEY
WORLD
B MACNER. / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
8 © DIFF RENT STROKES
KSPN) SRORTSLOOK

I and co workers. awfudMg Cant

•too

oret agent Jamee Bond
with an industrial magnata pfannawj 10 or ease faa own dynasty m
space (R)Q

Entarpnse reassembles laa old
crew end aata off on a maiaion to
hnd tha mysterious veeeer raeponasbas lor tha daasruction of numaroua Federation star ships (R) Q
B
GREAT
PERFORMANCES
Jamaa Stewart
A
Wonderful Lite
Veuage Mm
ekpe. rare photographs, mtervwws end enecdotee from frwr.ds

B AIRWAVES Jean mea to
cope with her new rote as the
mother of a teen age boy whan
her sudden maternal interest m
Men alarms hen. Q
8:00
B B NEWHART Michael a
future aa a network producer
h-iges on hie ab*ty to dakver
qualify programmetg Q
B VICTORIAN SCANDALS
' Skittles
B
PETER.
PAUL
AND
MARY:
28TH ANNIVERSARY Commemoreting the*
26th anmveraary together Peter.
Paul and Mary perform many of
thee hits including Biowm at tha
Wind." Living on a Jet Plane
end Putt the Megc DragDn" at •
concert taped m Naahvsla. Tenn
In stereo (R)
B MOVIE **
E.posed
11983) Nastaaaat Kmelu. Harway
Kertei A faaham model's lover
uses her ae ban to trap an aiiernettonelkelar.
ITMCI
MOVIE
****
limehghi (1952) Charka Chap
hn Clave Bkwm An egang veudawahan saves a young barter ina
from a smcide attampi end to
gather they asipaa each other to
itheacareera G
8:30
B B THE CAVANAUGHS
Kevin tries to pass off has Aunt Kit
aa has mother
10:00
B B CAGNEY 8 LACE Y
Obstacles wtech tecs the heermgimperad are brought 10 light
whan Leoey comae close to
shootsog a deaf teen-ege fugitive
NATIONAL Q
REMINGTON
STEELE
Whae mvesiigstmg a aerasa of acodanta at a trendy haaffh ape.
Sieete and Hoft dsKuaa how they
feel about each other In stereo
(R)
B
AMERICAN
PLAYHOUSE
Eleanor In Har Own
Words ' Utetfayg the former Nat
lady's writings redto shows and
news conferences Lee Remick
portraya Eleanor RooaevaH at this
one- women performance 'e-creetmg evante central to Mra Rooss
vert's kfe 1;

The Arrangement
352-4101
352-4143

181 (BIS. Main
Bowling Green

10:36
O JOURNAL
10: SO
OB NEWS
10:66
B PLEDGE BREAK Reguksrty
scheduled programmaig may be
delayed due to pledge breafea
11:00

IBBBBNEWS
THE STONE CARVERS
Thai Academy
Award-wmnang
htm eapeoree the fradrnona and
eccompeehrnama or a^nagrant artatana. faatunng wews of the*
work on the Weatangton C sthedral.
B DARK SHADOWS
B LATE SHOW Host: Joan
R'vwi Scheduled recortkng artist
M*haei McDonald, acveea Kate
Jackson. Howie Mendel Hugh
Hefner In stereo (RI
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI
CfSPN) BASEBALLS GREATEST HITS
TUESDAY
MARCH 10. 1887
((aiyri^M • I SSI 1 V tteta *■
EVENING

6:00
QOOO NEWS
B PM MAGAZINE Juke Andrews an analyst who advisee
manufacturers end advertisers on
consumer trends
S OCEANUS
B MACNEkL
/
LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
CD © DIFF RENT STROKES
(ESPN) SRORTSLOOK
6:30
B CBS NEWS
B NBC NEWS
B ABC NEWS Q
B NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
B GET SMART
© FACTS OF LIFE
ttSPN) NBA TODAY
7:00
O CBS NEWS
O COUNTRY REPORT
B WHEEL OF FORTUNE
8 ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT Interview with actress
Kety McGaha ("Top Gun") In
stereo
B NEWLYWED GAME
B MACNEIL / LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
B WONDERFUL WORLD
OF
DISNEY
The Swamp
Foa American Revolutionary solow Francis Manon (Leeke Nielsen), ekes the Swamp Foa. free*
taaow patriots captured by the
British at South Carokna (From
19591
ffl GIMME A8REAKI
© M-A-S-M
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER
(TMC) MOVIE ** Bloodhno
11979) Audrey Hepburn. Ban Gar
rare Baeed 00 Sidney Sheldon a
novel A woman inherits one of
the world's weefthaset corporahona and bacomaa tha target of
her achemavg roktovee. at least
one of whom ia e murderer R'
7:30
B PM MAGAZINE Featured

1 Toya-R-New. vv*e Nakson: caribou roundup: kideta*
B SHELLEY On The Road To
Oam,
Oamaw.ua
I JEOPARDY
I TAXI
I DATING GAME
1 TOO CLOSE ROM COMFORT Muriel and Henry wonder
d Sara m the* real daughter
B THREE'S COMPANY
tt-SPNI NHL HOCKEY New
York Ulan Pars at Pittsburgh Pen
giani (livel
OlOO
B B SPIES Stone and Srrtyshe
(George Hem»«on Gary Kroagar)
are aaaigned to baby art tha astani
son of Stone's former corangua.
B
FIFTH
ESTATE Hana
Gannar goes to Wasdaor Ont.. a
city *» coraVt due to tha aenve
busawss done by eotp ctube
B MATLOCK Sana* paot.
Mattock and las daughter take on
the cese of e femoue TV (ournahat
accused of murdering hie s« w-fe
an Atlanta ervotarwornen In alarao (R)
B WHO'S THE
BOSS'
Samenthe amertsana thoughts of
sttencang an amcluanre boardavg
school |R)g
S © GREAT MOMENTS
FROM NOVA Space explore
Iron, test-tube babies
teb-ng
chanps and eruptmg volcanoes
are among the topaca aaamanad at
this retroepectrva drawn from 14
seasons of the science eereM
"Nova
Actor Fuchard Kaay naristai Q
BGUNSMOKE
© NBA BASKETBALL Detroit Piaions at New York Knacks
(Live)
8:30
B GROWING PAINS Meggas
lives up to har auparmom image
by (ugokng her personal and protess-jnstSves g

BaOO
B
MOVIE
' TimaetaBars
1 Pi*n-a) VWaam Devene. Lauren
Hutton A 20th-century professor
and the daughter of a 26th-century scasntatt travel through time to
track down her lather e associate
an eve ganrua who uses bme travel to esc ape justice Q
B SEEING THINGS Lome.
Heather end Marge get ayvohrad m
amateur theatre but wmd up
trying to sorve a murder whan tha
daector is kilted g
B NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
B MOONLIGHTING A man
who k«ad his wire twee Medcke
and David to find har whan ha
fears that she has returned from
the deed IBI g
B MOVIE **
Harry And
Son (1984) Paul Newman. Robby Benson Recently feed from his
|0b. a man faces fruetratesn and
tnes to gat hie aon to enter a ••
apectebte profeeaion
fTMC) MOVIE ***
Venn
(1963) Barbrs Straasand. Mandy
PateaiHi
From Isaac Beehevte
Setgar s short story. In turn ot
the oantury (astern Europe, a
young woman cksguejee her serf aa
a man at order to pursue the education ireoMroneay forbiddan to
Jewish women In stereo PG' Q
8:80
B PLEDGE BREAK Rsguterty

Churchill's
Video

20% OFF
one of the following
with this ad
haircuts, perms,
manicures,
cellophanes,
highlighting
906 Napoleon
353-8381

Hours:Fri. 6-8pm
Sat. 8-4pm
Sun. noon-4pm

Darcy

Monday - Thursday
$1.89 Overnight Rental
VCR Rentals $4.95

expires 3-20-87
1141 S. Main St.

354-2526
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atfiadutad program/rung may b*

7:00
«SPN, NCAA BABKETBA1X
I CBS NEWS
TOURNAMENT SPECIAL
WHAT EVERY
NEW ,
•:90
HOME
BUYER
SHOULD
■ HARRY Nuraa Ouokatt mtKNOW
aarfrorata Harrya faoaona for
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE
•aktnghar out. g
ENTERTAINMENT TOMO
NIGHT kiaannaw wtth actor
■ 0) HOUSTON KNIGHTS
Richard Dray**** in saarao
(Pramkva)
Cnma
dram* UndartNEWLYWED GAME
covor cop* with vastly drffsram
MACNEl
/ LEHRER
backgrounda patrol tha atroats of
NCWSHOUF.
Itouaton Tonight; attar L*F.*m
• MOVIE ***H
l->»ii,
ma's (Michaaf Paral Chicago partmg Omm" 11963) Winston
nar rs gunnod down, ha'a
mm M.r.iM th i Acwtomv
transfar*d to Houaton whara has
••vard wmi-ng uptoration o* th*
taamad up with Tuaa datactrva
»•*! Amtncan daaart. A Woo
Lavon Lundy (M-ch*a) Book).
darhj World of Dajnsv" pr**antaO MARKET PLACE Conaunv
bon. Ednad.
ar groups and axparta took at tha
8 GIMME A BREAK,
naw rutaa for cTnld-taaiatant pack M»A"8"H
•gn*g whKh wB soon go >nto •*
(ESPN) SPOFJTSCINTSF.
lact
7:90
■ DYNASTY Kryana con
• PM MAGAZINE Faatvaad
carnad about Sarah's haarth. tray
Sl« guards Chan*i'a |; moM*
at* to Wyoming to "nvrt* har to
pnrMtv cafabiaiajii of Bedford.
mova tnto Tha Carnngton manONo
ston g
O DANGER BAY Grant and
Ba)
LAWRENCE
WILK:
Kata ara uratad at tha<« afforta to
TELEVISION'S MUSIC MAN
-ava a crrteatv Ml aaa ottor and
Thta ponrert of bandkMdar lawharp-*, g
r*nc* W*ii faaturas th* Waal Mt>
• JEOPARDY
aauminEaconoMotCakf I th* an-

'»'■!■" »• «> KM* braaaa

map
■ NATIONAL OEOORAPH-

■ HU. STRUT nun c»

■Wno (Rana EnrtQuu) ntm,
lianolng a HapMc coamon mat •
thraManna lo Ma a lawauP. ovar a
nape areotmj

■
SILLY
GRAHAM
CRUSADE Q
■ WALL STREET WEEK
SPECIAL
WITH
LOUIS
RUKEYBER » Ala Ugni n
Ma apodal Tha Nao Ta. Lao
and You." Lowto Rufcayaar looka
•i aitdamujiu In atooha. bonda
and mutual tunda and rairidaaa
"■>« tha avaraga taapayar and
atvoator can manmna Hnancaa
undar lha naw ta» law.
■ AUSTIN CCTV LIMITS A
mombar of tha Country Muarc Hal
of Fama anoa 1980 angar Jormnv Caah parrorma with tha Canar
Famay. whoaa mambara mduda
r-a wita June, har aiatara Halan
and Anita Conor, and Juna'a
deughtar Cartana Cart- Songa
mduda ' Hutg of I va
In atarao

■ TAXI

10:26
■ JOURNAL

Bwws

f DATING GAME
TOO CLOSE FOP. COMFORT A taM-affaong Monroa
takaa en aa a*rt»v*n*s* - trssnog

10:JO

(ESPMI COLLEOE SASKETBALL 1878 FINAL FOUR
MH3HLIOMT8

court* that turns hen into an ago
maniac
■ THREE'S COMPANY
rtSPN) COLLEGE 8ASKETSALL
10S3 FINAL FOUR
HtGHLIGHTS
(THO MOVIE * * * Tha Sky
Abowa. Tha Mud B**ow (1961)
A aawan-man aitpadmon pournaya
through tha unehartad rag*ona of
Dutch Naw Gunaa and uncovara
pfWTHltva Stona Aga cutturaa of
haaotauntar tnbaaman atal unfa
m*» »v>th modatn cnaVviatKin

11:00

S!

■ ■NEWS
I LIVING WITH GRACE A
documantary on tha Ma of a
woman auffaring from Ai
fheanar'a daaaaa. (R)
I DARK SHADOWS
LATE SHOW Hoot Joan
flrvara. SchMMad: w-ard Scott,
tho Sandaa. Frar* Zapoa Chuok
Norm In atarao. IRI
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI
KSPNI
INSIDE
THE
PGA
TOUR

•too

■ ■ MAGNUM, P.I. Magnum'a plans for a romantic waaaand **ith Cyntfaa Farral go awry
whan ha gala anxhroaad -*> a macabracaaa
B NATURE OF THINGS Thai
(ournay tnto tha Ituman anmuna
tvatam focuaaa on vanOua aa
L-H.II of tha AIDS vaua. from m
ongat tn r-aiory to tha paychr>aocm impact on iia vkctana and ao

WDNE8DAY
MMCH11. 1M7

MM
I ■■■NEWS
PM MAGAZINE Fammaka.
Wwran MM*, faahson moo*, in*
• PERKINS FAMILY Chns
oacsoaa to chaat on th* math MM;
Kan q«m Chris *»-. AkH ara
foroad io ahara a room: **■»•
Mm *> caat as Rcanoo. Tracy a
rival. Mm. tMtm tha rot* of JuIM.
I
• MACNE.L
/ IJtHFiER1
fsHOUR

IOPTM MT

STROKES

MO
• CBS NEW*
■ NBC NEWS

Oat»-Q
■ HfGHWAY TO HEAVEN
JoraNhan hatpa a mantaty hanoV
cappad taan agar and a davotad
young coupta hghl for cuatody
nghta In atarao (H) Q
■ PERFECT STRANGERS
Larry and Bafci work out at a
haafth apa rt or dm to attract two
gorgaoua woman. 00 CJ
■ m
NATIONAL
GCOORAPHIC From Alaaka a ■rooka
Ranga io VVYomrng'a Yaaowatona
Naiiona. Park, thta fRm portraH of
tha gnaty baar aaamrnaa tha fact*
and rnytha aumMnctng Uraua arctoa Iwnbaa. In atarao. g
fOUNSMOKE
OOUSTEAU'S REDaSCOVERY OF THE WORLD An
aapiofaaon of tha Saa of Conor
commonly known aa tha Guff of
Caatofraa. and tha aoj-aOc Ma that
rttabrta ti. avoXaAng th* footing
bahawor of tho "viaRMg'' Anbook
wfwaa

■ AKNCWtg
■ NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE
PORT
(GET SMART
FACTS OF LIFE
(E3PNI
INSIOC
THt
PGA
TOUFl

nual
MUSK: Farraty Picnic'' and
tntsrvtaws with th* smgara and
musician* who psrformod with
W*f* during tha
Chamoagn*
Mua< M*»*r ■
27-y*ar car**.
on latsvisron Hoot Kathy L*nnon
■ AL JARREAU: LIVE IN
LONDON Tap*d -. 19B4 at
London's Wsmbtay A/ana. HUI
irocakst AI Janaau parforma many
of fas hrts tnciuckng "W*(a m
TIM lova Togathar.'' Lat ■ Pratand." "TrouMa a. Parachaa'' and
BoognDown " IRI

«o
Lavon Haan and RKfiard
Manosi (*■ formsrty of Tha land,
R«h*i Havana hoata (P.)
10: BO
■ YOU MADE ME LOVE
YOU On location at Paony Pa*'*
RoyM Tarraoa BsaVoom « Omaha.
Nab. tho hlarry jamaa QRSBBSSB
takaa a noatasgK look at tha brgbandara
■ HONCYM0ONER8
11:00

• •■■NEWT,
O NATIONAL ig
■ DARK SHADOWS
0 LATE SHOW Host Joan
Rivara
Schadulad:
William
Shatnar. Mary Hart ( EiMartainmant Tonight "I. amgar El D*
Barga. faahion modal Inaa Da La
f •assanga In atarao IR)
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI
11:06
rTMCJ MOVIE ** W My Soanca Profact"
(I98B)
John
Stookwai.
Danma Hoppar
A
htgh achool aaraor dweovsrs tha
kay to paassng hai ac-anca claas and to tha apaca-tana continuum
- ma m*>tary (unkyard PG
11:28
O JOURNAL
11:30
STAXI
AOOERLY On* of Mona'a
aisnda foara har huaband is hav»ganaftaa (R)
■ TONIGHT SHOW Hoot
Johnny Caraon Sch*dul*d actor
Chnatophar Raava In atarao
■ NIGH TUNE Q
S THE STONE CARVERS
Thai Acadamy Award-winning
htm axpioraa tha bsdrtion* and
acccrmpaahrnanta of imn-grant ariisans. faotunng vawt of tha*
work on tha Washington Catha-

■ MOVIE **
Mad Bui
(19771 A*M Ksrrai Suaan Anspach A prof*ss*on*l w-MtVar a
parsonal kf* t* daatroyad by hat
■pon
■
BILLY
GRAHAM
CRUSADE Q
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING
Dawry MMra (IB 3. 12 KOt) va
John Daw) Jaokaon (16-0. 10
KOa) in a (unior mf~3cl*w*iohi
bout ar^H>oUad tor 10 rounds.
from Attanbc City, N. J (Lrva>
(TMC) MOVIE *** Lova Mo
Or Lam Ms (1B66) Dona Day.
Jamil Cagnay A mobatar mar
naa tha arngsr ha maoa famous.
but bacomas anragad whan ha
cant control har. In atarao

dral
■ NIGHTLY BUSINESS REPORT
■ LATE SHOW Hoar Joan
Ri«*rs
Schadulad
William
Shatnar. Mary Hart I'Entartammant Tonight"), aatgar El DaBarga. faafwjn modal Ins* Da La
Fraasanga In stsrao (R)
IE9PN) SPORTSCENTER

0:90
B WORLD FIGURE
ING

12:30
■ LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN From Apr J
1988: actor Tom Saaack. Sfrptsn*
•tuntman Jaaaa Woods and aaa
sasophorMat Dswd Sanbom maka
appaaranoaa. In atarao (Rl
8 THE JUDGE
PM) WORLD CUP SKIING
'Man's Supar-G. from Aapan.
Colo (Rl

SKAT-

10:00
■ NBC NEWS SPECIAL
"NaKlaai Powar In Franca It
Worts A look at how Franc*.
through th* MB of rutlaar powar.
haa baan abta to ganarat* tha
chaap—t sfactnerfy In Europ*
•
BILLY
GRAHAM
CRUSADE ig
■ PLEDGE BREAK Rsguisrfy
scftaNkaad programmaig may ba
daatyad du* to plsdga braafca
I

■
■
■
■

12:00

KOJAK
NEWS
DUKES OF HAZZARD
TONY BROWNS JOUR-

NAL
■ MOVIE * Entor Tha Gama
OfOaath"|1B7B)8ruc*La
(E9PN) 8JPORTSLOOK

THURSDAY

■ NEWS

MARCH 12, 18S7

10:10
■ A 'BOS FOLK / ROCK
REUNION HrghkghtS of a IBM
Naw Jaraay cortoart iBBBsBB
John Ssbastakr.. Jsakt Coftn
Young Rogar McGumn Rsok Den-

eoo

■ NEWS

■ PM MAGAZINE A toy fa*;
th* rssocsnon of N*wfotjn<a*no s
woodand canbou to Mama.
IOOEANUS
MACNEL
/ LEHRER
NFWSHOOR
■ SI DIFFRf NT STROKES
IIMCI MOVl€ • •»• "APB>
daua" (19841 F Murray Abraham. Tom Hutoa Ccnaumad with
rwlouay ova, raa nvala orlBanca.
Vavmoaa court oompoaar Antorao
*i atari avaffacruatty ptott to oworadyi braah muMcal ganwa Wolf
gang Amadaua Motan In atomo
F0S:SO
CSS NEWS
I NSC NEWS
IASC NEWS O
S» lNIOHTLV BUSINESS RE■
POR
PORT
I GET SMART

II

ii

I FACTS OF LIFE
IFSPNI
NCAA
TOURNAMENT TONIGHT
7:00
■ CBS NEWS
O THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO
! WHEEL OF FORTUNE
ENTERTAINMENT TONIGHT Stngar Patti LaBaaa at
har Phaadalphia dothavg nor* In
INEWLYWED GAME
MACNEfL
/ LEHRER
NEWSHOUR
0) WONDERFUL WORLD
OF
DISNEY Four snanatad
taksa: "Tha Brava Inoiwt (C*
wry Jonas). "Tha Martins and th*
Coya." ' Caaay at tha Bat'' and
Johnny Applaaaad
■ GIMME A BREAK I
■ M*A*S*H
■8PN, COLLEGE BASKETBALL NCAA Toumsmant Cham
ptonsfup Fast Round Gama Four
diva)

7:BO
■ PM MAGAZINE Faaturad
Juka Andraws, trand aanar star
chaasr. chsf Barnard
O GZOWSKI * CO A profs*
of amgar / racorchng armt Wayns
Rostsd whoaa music focuaaa on
tha p*oof* and aw>nts of th* Ot
I IRI

■ JEOPARDY
ITAXI
DATING GAME

LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION
INBG!
OVER 5000 MOVIES!
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED
overnight rental rates
99« to*1.95 depending on movie
NOW SHOWING:

^SHANGHAI

• A MAN CALLED RAGE

i BONANM Va I»II

• THE BOY WHO COULD FLY

i ABOUT LAST NIGHT

|

RBTI

L-JO&SSSL-J

IX

352-4171

#J> FAMILY TIES Aku rsRact*
on hrs paat and attempts to daAna
has own Iff* foltowing tha acetdan-

».g

and Fakon hava a haatad argu
mant ovar * grli h* bought for

Mr.g
■ AMERICAN CAESAR This
Ihiogr sprue *l
portrsrf of Gan
Oougtas
MacAithur
concJudo*
with h.s clash with Praaidant Tru
man duraig tha Koraan War and
Ns smoiion oacksd hxjniacomaig
tolli>P»ing hta dismissal F-Vn foot'aga, miarvtawt and narration by
tJohn Cohcoa and John Huaton
HPart 5 of 5) g
■ MOVIE ** "Supar Fun"
(1981) Tarancs H,ll Ernaat Borg
rwi* An >rsdtstsd Miami cop
uaas las nawfound supanMwars
to combat organiiad cr-m*

Mixed Bouquets
♦3.50
Cash & Carry
428 East Wooster Street
'
Store From On Wooster
353"1045

saga raunrtaa Luka SkywaaUr and
nn comradaa for a final baffla
with tha awl Galactic Emp**- in
stsrao PG Q
11:28
O JOURNAL
11:90
STAXI
COLLEOE BASKETBALL
NCAA Tournarnant Faat Round
Gama Irval
■ TONIGHT SHOW Hoat:
Johnny Caraon Schadiaad; fouryaar-otd apafang whu Rohan
Varavadakar In atarao.
■ NlGHTLINEg
S FRONTLINE Tit. aaamtnation of tho lucfcciai prooail at
work tskas camaras lor tha Nat
i-n* BIIO a Wrsconsifi courts fury
room to obaarva how a defendant'* guft or innooanc* <• daodad (R)g
■ NIGHTLY BUSINESS RE■ LATE SHOW Hoat: Joan
Rivara Schaidulad: lay Toman.
Johnny Cash. Eetaas Gatty ("Tha
GoMan Gats' I In stsrao (Rl
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER
12:00
J KOJAK
NEWS
DUKES OF HAZZARD
i ■ MOVBI * * V, ' Tho Lonary
1
Man" (19571 Jaok Paktnoa, An
thony Parkaia.
(EBPN) BPORT8LOOK

hi MBBBl ara afao ■BBBBI g
lEOPNI COLLEOE BASKETBALL NCAA Tournarnant Champ-jn*htp Faat Round Gama Fiv*.

1

11:00
. ■ ■ ■ ■ NEWS
O NATIONAL g
! ■ DARK SHADOWS
■ LATE SHOW Hoat Joan
Rivars Sch*<*L**d L»ty Tomln.
Johnny Caah. Estss* Gatty (Tha
Goktan Gat*"). In stsrao. (R)
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI
(TMC) MOVIE *•** -Ra. turn Of Tha Jad (1983) Mark
Hani Harrison Ford Thta thad
insta*msni at tha Star Wars''

GarrJan Of Tha lirwi Conimts
(1971) Law Capo-ccho Dorra—qu* Sand* Anlt-Ssmittsm graduafy and poasonouaty atvadaa th*
avaa of two Jawaih larnaass kvtng
» Itsry bafora World War II. R

O SMALL MIRACLES A look
at a work cctmmuno at Ethsapai
and tha r/olrang of Egyptian
m.dwtvs« Narratod by Warnar
Troyar. (Part 3 of 4)
■ COSBY SHOW Darasa and
Sortdra coma horn* from coaaga
to hafp tha* fathar calabrata h*)
bOih bathday In atarao. g
SOURWORLDg

^JSMJP

MMO

■ MYSTERYI Th* Rotum of
I Shorfock Hosrrps* Th* Ski Napoison* Mora than • lady'a honor
■a at afafta wtaan an Italian vwvbat
11* and tha daatruction of *w buats
I of Napolaon bacoms *ntwm*d

■flS
BILLY
GRAHAM
CRUSADEQ
(ESPN)
NCAA
TOURNAMENT TONIGHT
(TMC) MOVIE ****
Th*

■ toviapping of a duka'a aon from
tha Prtory School IWmaa d-scov
ara that tha Garman maatar and

Am-., aanaa. thai spsosl loofca
al tha bahawar of wad arwrval offapnrvg snetuckng wort pupa, fym
and cougar kittana. pronghorn
lawn* btghorn lamb* and canbou

■ NEWS

| ■ HONEYMOONERS

■ W8.D AMERICA A portrait
of th* rrsar ottar Bknad m Naw
York Stata'a A*ondac* Mounlatn* g
9KX>
■ ■ 8IM0N B SIMON
A.J.'a formar ftsnosa is found In
Mwuco. druggsd and suffaring
from amnaasa.
O RED SERGE Lity .■ rJatar
mm*d to start a school for tha local Incsan chddran. daaprta oppositson from Ab* snd Sgt Wakas
■ THE COLBY8 Jaaon bnnga
a surpnsa guast to oVtnar, Jaff

BOO

BEST OP WILD AMERICA: THE BABIES Ccnpflad
from Marty
Sioutt*. i
W-d

IShwtock tsosmaa: Th* Priory
School
Wha* m-aatlgaatng tha
«t<*»apptng of a duka'a aon from
th* Prkary School, hoknaa dweov
ara that th* Garman maatar and
las bscycfa ara atao misasng g

isf daath of a otoaa frsand In atar-

■ ■ WIZARD A robot cr*atad by Sanon is tha prlma SUSpact
■tamurdar

two irJOrits, 9M OM trss' I

112 E. WASHINGTON

tho Anvfona Btffmora and tho
Frank Lloyd Whght ttailgnid 1st
taaan Waat Q
«GUN8M0KE
WHITE SHADOW

8:30
Q WORLD FIGURE SKATING From
Ctncmnsii
Ohio
fTspac*
S CHEERS m atarao g
MY8TERYI Tha Rat urn of
Shartook
Hotms*
Tha Pnory
School'' What* tr,v**lHJ*tmg In*

■ TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT Tha Ruah famsy starts a
round of baAanng whan Hanry
daodaa to maka out ht» wal.
■ THREE'S COMPANY

| | | | | J l l J l l l l l l l l 'til

VIDEO SPECTRUM

■ THiS OLD HOUSE Frammg
tha aatartor ataacaae a lanrang^ ■*tsnor darnoatjon pro■ aaa 'apart:
buaoaig a moaonry ptw v-aits to

tOfOO
PS KNOTS LANDING
an tnaa to ba (Vajnety whh har
■rww nasghbor; Ban at flrad by
Gragg
■ LA. LAW A TV nawawoman who waa ftrad bacauaa aha
porad har braaiti on tha Mr to
[show tha affacta of har dMihgunng
canoar aurQvv. raRcta a aatrtamam offar. In atarao. (R)

■ 20 /2og

MV8TERV1

lha "atom of

12:90
OS LATE NIOHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN From March
I 19S8- actor Rotoart Mttchum. eomadian Jay lano
aingaraonqwrilar Rand Nawman and
, 'Las* Night's" Ekmar Gorry maka
app*arancM In aiarao 04)
■ THE JUDGE
(EBPN) LEOCNDARY WORLD
OF GOLF
AtowaRaahg.
Outaaanohf
C .Hi I
VaryGcoO
Good
Not Sad
FaJr
. . *M
FlJtT

•***
»•».,
. ••«
. «**
. . **

... *

